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PREFACE

The purpose of this study is to identify and understand
the relationship among certain social, political and
educational variables contributing to the naming of Chicago
Public Schools.

The focus of the research will be

highlighted through the following time-frames, during which
schools were named:

The Early Nineteenth Century (1810-58);

the Mid-Nineteenth Century (1859-79); the End of the
Reconstruction Period (1880-89); The Progressive Era (18901920); The Depression-War Years to Present.

Biographical

profiles of personalities who are selected as representative
ones will be included.

This study will relate social, political and
educational trends of the early nineteenth century to the
present, with the schools, and their effect on the manner in
which personalities were selected for school names.

The

aforementioned trends will be placed within the context of
each time-frame.
This research on representative Chicago Public Schools
will be completed to determine the following for each
period:

How are the schools identified?; Who is responsible

for naming the schools?; What are the factors that are
looked for in naming schools?; How does the naming process
take place?; What effect does the community have on naming
X

CHAPTER 1
THE BACKGROUND OF SCHOOLS IN THE CHICAGO AREA DURING
THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY
National Trends
During the early nineteenth century, there was a
national trend toward establishing systems of primary or
elementary schools.

In the United States, this historical

event was called the common school movement.

This movement

was the direct result of the problems created by a growing
population and urbanization.

The term common school had

become synonymous with tax supported education, which
alluded to the concept of schooling for everyone.
Previously, before the 1830s the opportunities for schooling
were very limited and most children received little formal
education.

However, with the increase in the American

population and the expansion of suffrage during this time,
it was realized that people needed to be educated if they
were to vote intelligently and participate wisely in
government affairs.

Education in America was generally a

function that resided with each of the states, which, in
turn, delegated responsibility at the local level to cities,
and/or districts.

Then, between 1820 and 1860, the movement

of common schools emerged.

The increase in the population

1

2

of America created the need for the definitive establishment
and organization of schools.

Mass immigration was one major

cause of the population increase.

In the early nineteenth

century, numbers of immigrants from northern Europe, Great
Britain, Scandinavian countries, Ireland, and Germany
arrived in the United States.

Then, in the late nineteenth

century, additional immigrants who numbered in the millions,
arrived from southern and eastern Europe.
Common schooling was also an effort to modernize and
make more efficient the various patterns of American
elementary education.

It was an effort to create new

educational structures of an institutional nature to meet
the needs of a modernizing society.

As a response to the

reforming impulses of the Jacksonian Period, the
establishing of common schools created greater educational
opportunities for lower socioeconomic classes.

common

schools were, in this instance, conduits of upward social
mobility. 1
Some politicians, particular organizations, and the
rising middle classes, especially the business and
professional classes of the northeast, saw common schools as
a means of promoting a literate, stable, and trained
population that could serve the advancing industrialization
and commercialization of the United States.

They also

envisioned common schools as a means of indoctrinating the
work ethic, and in promoting the social and political

3

stability they believed was needed for national economic
productivity.

Since the business sector was infiuential in

shaping educational policy and in financing, it was ·
important that it support the movement.
Also, Horace Mann, lawyer, politician and educator,
was a major voice in the movement for common schools.

As

secretary of the Massachusetts• Board of Education, he
helped lay the foundation of common school education.
Chicago schools likewise developed during the
Jacksonian Era, but prior to the push for national
• schooling, some stages of the development of schools in
Chicago had already evolved.

It is important to preview the
-

early development of schools in Chicago, because it serves
as a cornerstone for the future development of Chicago
schools. ·
The Development of Schools in Chicago
In 1803, Captain John Whistler, and a company of
soldiers arrived at the site of Chicago.
Canadian French traders at the site.

They found several

This is the same

location where Fort Dearborn (named for Henry Dearborn, then
secretary of war) was constructed.
houses and two block houses.

It consisted of four log

Nine years after Fort Dearborn

was erected, it was destroyed by the Indians.
was rebuilt in 1816 as shown on Map 1.

However, it

This spot was very

significant because it became the site for the establishment
of a school in the Chicago area. 2
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In 1804, John Kinzie then residing near Niles,
Michigan, moved to Chicago after having purchased the
property (a trading post) of one of the French traders.
This trader was Jean Pointe DuSable, the first settler in
Chicago and a successful fur trader.

According to Map 1

John Kinzie's house was located on the north side of the
river. 3

The following chronicle of Kinzie's life reveals

the role he played in the early development of Chicago and
its schools.

He was born in Detroit on 7 July 1803; He came

to the Chicago area in- 1804: He was taken to Detroit after
the massacre of 1812: He returned to Chicago in 1816; He was
indentured to the American Fur Company: He became a writer,
governor, collector of tolls, register of public deeds, army
paymaster and first president of the Village of Chicago: and
he was a pioneer for education in Chicago.
Schools in Chicago paralleled the common school
movement.

The rapid population growth during the early

nineteenth century resulted in a greater need for more
common schools.

However, prior to the development of public

education in Chicago, the growth of schooling on the little
frontier town was very slow. 4

There was one schoolmaster

who was paid by tuition as evidenced in the following quote:
It is necessary to allude first to the means of
education that were enjoyed before the public schools
were established. The first regular tuition given in
Chicago was in the winter of 1810-11, by Robert A.
Forsyth, late Paymaster in the United States Army: and
the first pupil was our present respected ci~izen, John
H. Kinzie, Esq. The teacher was about thirteen years of
age, and the pupil six. The principal aid employed in

6

this course of private lessons was a spelling-book, that
had been brought from Detroit• to Chicago in the chest of
tea. 5
Later in 1816, another school was opened in Chicago.
This school consisted of a few volunteers who met in an area
located in the private home of an earlier settler.
not certain how long the school existed.

It is

The first school

taught in Chicago was opened in the fall of 1816 by William
L. Cox, a soldier who had been discharged from service.

The

makeshift school was located in a log building that belonged
to John H. Kinzie, Esq.

The log building had been occupied

as a bakery, and stood in the back part of Mr. Kinzie's
garden near the present crossing of Pine and Michigan
Streets.

The children who attended this school were John

Kinzie, with two of his sisters and one brother, and three
or four children from the Fort. 6
Around 1820, still another school was set up in the
garrison and taught by an army sergeant.

However, after

1820, there was a nine year time lapse before another school
was organized.

The next one was a family school,

established near the fort (shown on Map I) in 1829, and
taught by Charles H. Beaubien, son of J. B. Beaubien, Esq.
who was the agent of the American Fur Company.

This school

involved the children of Messrs. J.B. and Mark Beaubien.
In 1830 Mr. Stephen Forbes commenced a school near the
place now marked by the meeting of Randolph Street and
Michigan Avenue.

This was on the west bank of the Chicago

7

River, which flowed in a southerly direction.
was employed by Mr. J. B. Beaubien.

Mr. Forbes

His school numbered

about twenty-five pupils of ages four to twenty, and·
included the children of those belonging to the new Fort
Dearborn (rebuilt in 1816) and of Mr. J.B. Beaubien and a
few others.

It was taught in a large gloomy log building,

which had five rooms.

The walls of the schoolroom were

afterwards enlivened by a tapestry of white cotton sheeting.
The .house belonged to Mr. Beaubien and had been previously
occupied by the sutler of the Fort.

The teacher lived in

part of the building, and was assisted in school by his
wife. 7
In 1833, Miss Eliza Chappel opened an infant school
that was located on South Water Street near the Fort.

Some

of the children attending this school were from families
connected with the garrison.

However, in 1834, her school

was moved to the First Presbyterian Church on the west side
of Clark Street, between Lake and Randolph Streets.

The

Infant School of Miss Chappel met with general favor in the
town.

In 1834, an appropriation was made to Miss Chappel

from the school fund of the town.

The school fund consisted

of monies collected from the sale of school property.

The

school taught by Miss Chappel in the Presbyterian Church was
considered the first public school of Chicago.

This school

eventually became a boarding school for older pupils.

A

considerable number of them came from other townships and

8

boarded with Miss Chappel and her assistants.

One reason

for such a school was to train teachers for the common
schools in the settlement. 8

This event was a turning·point

in the history of schooling in the Chicago area, especially
in the initiation of public schools in Chicago.
In addition, Granville T. Sproat opened a school in
the same year in a small church building of the First
Baptist Church on South Water Street near Franklin Street.
It was conducted for some time as a subscription or private
school, but upon applying for and receiving appropriation
from the public school fund, it was transformed into a
public school.

This school was referred to as an English

and Classical School for boys, thereby denoting a secondary
school.

During the winter between 1834-1835, a gentleman by

the name of George Davis opened a school on Lake Street over
a store between Dearborn and Clark Streets, which he
continued in 1835 in the Presbyterian Church on Clark
Street.

Meanwhile in 1835, the first "school building" was

erected in Chicago by Johns. Wright.

This young Sunday

school librarian built this school at his own expense.
was located on Clark Street, south of Lake Street.

It

In 1836,

Mr. John Brown taught at a private school in the North
Division near the corner of Dearborn and Wolcott Streets.
However, in 1837 he ceased to teach after he was severely
beaten by some of his pupils. 9

9

Chart 1 describes the schools between 1816 and 1837
(before Chicago was incorporated as a city), when there were
no real school names.

Instead, they were referred to as:

private home of an early settler; log building of John
Kinzie; another school at Fort Dearborn or a school in the
garrison; a family school near the fort; Beaubien building
near the fort; infant school or log house near the fort;
subscription or private school in a church; Presbyterian
church school; the first public school; English and
Classical School for boys; another school in the
Presbyterian church; the first school building erected
especially for school purposes; a private school in the
North Division; and a private school in the North Division
secured through buying the lease.

The identifying

characteristics of these early schools were such things as:
where the schools were located; who the donor w~s; who the
teachers were; and the kinds of building being used. 10
Numbered Schools in Chicago
In addition to the schools already mentioned in Chart
1, a number of makeshift schools were used to accommodate
the children in Chicago between 1837 and 1845.

However, the

increase in facilities to 1845 was not enough because the.
enrollment continued to increase at such a fast pace that
better housing conditions and educational opportunities were
needed.

In 1840 Chicago had a population of approximately

10
CHART 1
A CHRONOLOGY OF CHICAGO SCHOOLS
BETWEEN THE YEARS 1816 AND 1837
(BEFORE SCHOOLS IN CHICAGO WERE GIVEN NAMES)
YEAR
STARTED

TEACHER

IDENTIFICATION OF SCHOOL

1816

William L. Cox

Log building given by John H.
Kinzie, Esq.

1820

A Sergeant

A school in the Garrison

1829

Charles H. Beaubien

A family school near the fort

1830

Stephen Forbes

Beaubien building near fort

1833

Miss Eliza Chappel

Infant school near the fort

1833

Mr. Sproat

A small church school to the
First Baptist Church, referred
to as a Subscription or a
Private School

1834

Miss Eliza Chappel

School moved
Presbyterian
first public
Later became

1834

Mr. Sproat·

School transformed into a
public school--called an
English and Classical School
for boys

1835

George Davis

School in Presbyterian Church

1835

Johns. Wright

First school building erected
especially for school purposes

1836

Mr. John Brown

A private school in the North
Division

1837

Mr. Edward Murphy

A,private school in the North
Division--He bought lease from
Mr. Brown

to First
Church--called the
school in Chicago.
a boarding school

source: Chicago Board of Education, Fourth Annual Report of
the superintendent of the Chicago Public schools of the city
of Chicago for the Year Ending 1asa (Chicago: Chicago Daily
Press, Book and Job Print, 1858): 3-8.

11
4,470, but by 1844 the surging population had grown to
approximately 6,690 and at this time, the necessity for
school accommodations for the rapidly expanding community
was very much apparent.

As the population increased, so did

the complaints of the board committee members.

As a result

of these complaints, the chairman of the committee, Ira
Miltimore, recommended to the common council in May 1844,
that a good permanent brick school house be erected.

It was

to be located on the school lot in the first ward, 60 x 80
feet, two stories high, to be fitted upon the best and most
approved plan, with particular reference to health, comfort
and convenience both of scholars and teachers.

After the

approval was given, a group of taxpayers presented to the
Council a signed petition asking the council to reconsider
their proceedings on the school question and abstain from
such a wanton waste of money.

However, it was too late, the

contract had been approved. 11
In January 1845, the first schoolhouse constructed by
the City of Chicago (later called the Dearborn School) was
ready for occupancy.

School Number one was located in

District Two on the north side of Madison Street, just east
of Dearborn Street.

It cost $7,523 and was regarded at the

time as far beyond the needs of the city.

Even the mayor,

Augustus Garrett, at his inaugural address in 1845
recommended that the "Big School House" be either sold or
converted into an insane asylum.

The building was referred

12
to as "Miltimore•s Folly."

Events proved that Mr. Miltimore

was even more sagacious than his critics predicted.

Within

about three years, the building was overcrowded with ·864
pupils.

The structure lasted until 1871. 12

After this

first one, schools began to be erected so fast that they had
to resort to assigning numbers to each of them instead of
names.

The years between 1845 and 1858 marked the beginning

of the time when public schools in Chicago were given
numbers as a means of identification.

The numbered public

schools were in existence and were located at the following
sites described in Chart 2 • 13
Also in 1845 School Number Four was constructed on the
north side at the corner of Ohio and LaSalle Streets, on a
lot that had been purchased from William Ogden for $950.

It

was not as large as School Number One, and cost only four
thousand dollars.

In 1846 School Number two was erected at

the northwest corner of Harrison and Clark Streets.
was a two-story building that cost $6,785.

This

It was built on

an area that had been purchased by William H. Brown at a
sheriff's sale.

In 1847 School Number Three was erected on

the west side between Halsted and DesPlaines Streets at a
cost of forty-five hundred dollars.
reserved this piece of land.

Colonel Hamilton had

Around 1850 the population of

chicago had increased to approximately 29,963 inhabitants.
Within a five year period the city's population had more
than doubled.

Again, the school seats became a pressing

13
CHART 2
THE LOCATION OF NUMBERED CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BETWEEN THE YEARS 1845 AND 1857
SCHOOL
NUMBER

WHEN
ERECTED

LOCATION, DIVISION

AND DISTRICT

1

1845

Madison Street between State and
Dearborn (District 2--south Division)

2

1846

Corner of Clark and Harrison Streets
District 2--south Division)

3

1847

Madison Street between Halsted and
Union (District 3--West Division)

4

1845

Corner of Ohio and LaSalle Streets
(District 4--North Division)

5

1851

Corner of Division and Sedgwick
Streets (district 4--North Division)

6

1851

Corner of Owen and Sagamon Streets
(District 3--West Division)

7

1856

Corner of Michigan Avenue and
Monterey Streets (District 1--south
Division)

8

1855

Corner of Warren and Page Streets
(District 3--west Division)

9

1855

Union Street near Twelfth Streets
(District 3--West Division)

10

1857

Chestnut Street between Dearborn and
Wolcott (District 4--North Division)

Source: Chicago Board of Education, First to Fourth Annual
Reports of the Superintendents of Schools of the city of
Chicago for the Years Ending 1854 and 1858 (Chicago:
Democrat Book and Job Office, 1854 and the Chicago Daily
Press, Book and Job Print, 1858).
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problem.

As a result, two more schools were built, School

Numbers Five and Six.

School Number Five was erected on the

northeast corner of Division and Sedwick Streets that· had
been purchased from William B. Ogden.
At this period of time, there did not appear to be any
clear line of authority over the schools and no ,observable
concern regarding naming the public schools in Chicago.
School inspectors and trustees had been mentioned but the
common council of the city was in charge of the public
schools in Chicago.

This council did not appear to have

given enough attention to public education to delineate its
structure.
or not.

No one seemed to care if the schools were named

Numbering the schools was a quick-fix-it approach

to help solve the problem of identifying the growing number
of school·buildings, because some mechanism was needed to
oversee the schools.
By 1853 the population of the City of Chicago had
climbed to some sixty thousand residents, and the need for a
school leader was paramount, because the number of students
had increased to about three thousand.

The council passed

an ordinance creating the office of superintendent of
schools who would serve as a kind of secretary to the board
of school inspectors and bring order and unity to the school
districts.

In 1854 the inspectors agreed on an appointment

and Chicago's first superintendent of schools, John c. Dore
began a monumental task in the Chicago Public Schools. 14
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In 1856, Chicago's march of progress was marked by a
significant educational milestone--the opening of the public
high school (later named Central High School).

After

thirteen years of agitation, the common council of the city
passed an ordinance authorizing the establishment of a
building in which to house a high school.

The board of

inspectors adhered to the ordinance and allowed the
construction of a three story high school building on the
school fund land located on Monroe Street between Halsted
and DesPlaines Streets.

Another milestone occurred in 1857,

it was the emergence of the Chicago Board of Education. 15
The First Chicago

Board of Education Emerges

It was alluded to earlier that using numbers to
identify public schools in Chicago was a quick-fix-it
approach.

By 1857 the fix had worn away and a more

permanent solution was needed.

Because of the continuous

population explosion, the school situation was almost out of
control.

A viable form of structure was needed to help give

the school a focus.

One of the first steps taken to develop

this viable structure was creating the office of
superintendent of public schools.

The second giant step was

creating the first board of education of Chicago.

According

to Lucente regarding the emergence of the board of
education, "The main control of the schools remained vested
in the inspectors, trustees, and city council until 1857,
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when the provisions of a new city charter redesignated the
board of school inspectors as the board of education. 1116
This amended city charter also abolished the office of
district trustee and transferred the functions to the new
board. 17

With these changes, the district system in the

city was abolished and the schools were consolidated into
one city system. 18

Although the functions of the school

inspectors and the district trustees were consolidated under
the new board, authority between the board and the common
council remained divided.

For example, the board was

authorized to select s.i tes for new school buildings, but the
council purchased the sites using the funds. 19

In addition,

the fund remained under the jurisdiction of the school agent
who was also a city official.

The major difference was that

the board·then had complete administrative authority over
the schools. 20
The emergence of the board of education is a
significant accomplishment because it was this board that
would make a difference in naming future Chicago Public
Schools.
Naming Chicago Public Schools
Attempting to recall the location of the numbered
schools became a problem for some board committee members.
Therefore, on 27 February 1858, Mr. Haven was appointed by
the board committee to consider the expediency of changing

17

the numbers by which the schools were designated, to names.
He presented the following report to the board of education:
Gentlemen: Your committee to whom was referred the
question of presenting to. this board appropriate names
for our several grammar schools, have had the matter
under consideration and beg leave to report: that in
the opinion of your committee, a better method than the
one now in use of designating our several grammar
schools should be at once adopted. With only the
present number of schools, members of this board, even
familiar as they are with the subject, often find it
difficult to locate a particular school by its number;
and as our schools must rapidly increase, the difficulty
of recognition, and retaining their locations in the
memory, by their numbers, must be greatly augmented.
But by giving to each school some appropriate name,
readily known and easily retained, not only by members
of this Board, but by our citizens generally, when once
its name is learned.
It has been the aim of your committee to present such
names for our several schools as should approve
themselves to the minds of all. Some of them (1) have a
national character, known and honored everywhere; (2)
others were early and honorably connected with the first
settlement of our city: and (3) others still have shown
their·appreciation of the value of our public schools by
giving liberally of their jame or their means. or both,
to make them what·they are fast becoming--ornament and
pride of the city. With these views, the Committee ask
for the passage of the following resolution: Resolved,
that our several Grammar Schools be known, hereafter, by
the following names, Viz:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1,
2,
3,
4,
5,

as
as
as
as
as

Dearborn
Jones
Scammon
Kinzie
Franklin

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

6, as Washington
7, as Mosley
8, as Brown
9, as Foster
10, as Ogden

The foreioing report was accepted, and the resolution
adopted.
Each of the aforementioned names of schools did fit
into the criteria listed by the committee in the report.
The chart below is verification of this fact:
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CHART 3
CRITERIA FOR NAMING THE FIRST TEN
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
(HOW EACH NAME FITS)

NATIONAL
CHARACTER

CONNECTED WITH THE
SETTLEMENT OF THE CITY

Henry Dearborn
Benjamin Franklin
George Washington

Henry Dearborn
William Jones
John Kinzie
William Ogden
Jonathan Scammon

GAVE

LIBERALLY

OF TIME OR MEANS

William Jones
Jonathan Scammon
John Kinzie
Flavel Mosley
John Foster
William H. Brown

Chart 4 gives a capsulized view of the contributions
and backgrounds of the personalities for whom the first ten
Chicago Public Schools were named.u

The names of the first

ten schools do adhere to the specified criteria of the
board.

One was secretary of war, one donated a log building

for a private school, one was an inventor, one was a school
agent, and one was president of the United States, four were
presidents of the board of inspectors, and three gave the
following very generous monetary contributions of one
thousand dollars to the Chicago Public Schools' Fund.

Each

of the persons listed on Chart 4 deserves some specific
recognition.

Many of the Chicago Public Schools today do

celebrate their respective school's birthday by honoring the
person for whom it was named.
should be encouraged.

The merits of this tradition
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CHART 4

SPECIAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND BACKGROUNDS OF THE
PERSONS FOR WHOM THE FIRST TEN SCHOOLS WERE NAMED
(CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS)

SCHOOL NAME

BRIEF BACKGROUND

No. 1

Dearborn

Name derived from Fort Dearborn--Named
for Henry Dearborn, secretary of War

No. 2

Jones

William Jones--Elected President of the
Board of Education--Gave $1,000 to the
Chicago Public School's School Fund

No. 3

Scammon

Jonathan Young Scammon--President and
Secretary of the Board of Education

No.

Kinzie

John Kinzie, Esq.--Early settler who
donated a log building for a private
school

No. 5

Franklin

Benjamin Franklin--Inventor (a national
figure)

No. 6

Washington

George Washington--President of the
United States (a national figure)

No. 7

Mosley

Flavel Mosley--President of the Board
of Education--Donated $1,000 to the
Chicago Public School's School Fund

No. 8

Brown

William H. Brown--Philanthropist,
lawyer and banker

No. 9

Foster

John Foster--President of the Board of
Education--Donated $1,000 to the
Chicago Public School's School Fund

4

No. 10 Ogden

William B. Ogden--First Mayor of
Chicago

source: Chicago Board of Education, "Archival Collection,"
(Chicago: Bureau of Management Information).
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Representative Profiles
In analyzing the Chicago Public Schools through their
names during the early nineteenth century, one of the· first
observations from Chart 3 was that most of the named schools
fit under categories two and three.

This meant that the

board was leaning more toward a policy of using names that
were locally significant.

A second observation from charts

3 and 4 was that three of the persons for whom schools were
named, Flavel Mosley, John Foster, and William Jones, were
selected as school names because these three prominent
citizens not only made outstanding contributions of one
thousand dollars each, but each was also elected as
.

president of the board.

A third and final observation that

was made from Chart 3 was that three of the personalities,
John Kinzie, Wi~liam Jones and Jonathan Scammon, made
outstanding contributions in both category two and category
three.

Of the three gentlemen, John Kinzie was selected to

profile because he could be considered as a founding father
for schooling in Chicago.
John Harris Kinzie. a pioneer builder of Chicago· was
born near Detroit, Michigan in 1803.

He was brought to

Chicago a year later when his father, famous fur trader and
friend of the Indians, established a home for his family on
the north bank of the Chicago River almost opposite Fort
Dearborn.

He escaped the Fort Dearborn Massacre when

friendly Indian chiefs transported the family by canoe to

r
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southern Michigan.

He returned to Chicago in 1816

indentured to the American Fur Company.

During this five

year period, he learned both merchandising and the ways and
languages of the Indians.

Familiar with dialects of the

Ottawas, Pottawattomies, Chippewas, Sacs, Foxes, Sioux, he
compiled a grammar of the language of the Winnebagos for
whom he later was made Indian agent.
John Kinzie established a permanent home in Chicago in
the year 1834, the year after Chicago was incorporated as a
town.

He was the first president of the village.

He became

by presidential appointments registrar of public lands,
collector of tolls on the Illinois and Michigan Canal, and
receiver of public monies.

He joined the Union Army with

his three sons at the outbreak of the Civil War, serving as
paymaster;

One son died in battle.

He died in 1865.

Public School was named for him in 1845.

A

The life story of

Colonel John H. Kinzie is, to all intents and purposes, the
history of the Fort Dearborn Settlement, the Town of
Chicago, and the City of Chicago down to the close of the
Civil War.

From almost the dawn of the nineteenth century

until 21 June 1865, he was almost constantly identified with
Chicago, and was one of its most tireless builders. 23
summary
During the early nineteenth century, a number of
political, social, educational, and economic changes took
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place prior to the actual thrust toward naming the public
schools of Chicago.

It took the city's founding fathers

some time to establish a governance system.
shaped by the following changes:

The city·was

It developed from an early

settlement to being incorporated as a town; It developed
from being incorporated as a town to being incorporated as a
city.

Meanwhile the schools developed from a one-room log

cabin to a school building three-stories high.
It also took some time for the city to take charge of
schooling in Chicago.

The rapid and continuous growth of

the population in the city, as well as in the schools forced
the city council to put a structure into place that would be
accountable for setting policie- regarding schooling in the
city.

The eventual viable structure that was created

involved the city council, the board of education and the
superintendent of schools.

Under this new structure, it

became the boards responsibility to name the schools.

At

the time, naming the public schools of Chicago became a
crucial issue because they were too numerous to identify by
numbers.

However, the underlying factor for naming the

schools was that each school needed to take on a character
of its own.

Each school needed a unique identity and a

local significance.

None of the schools had been designed

to just exist as another number.
One of the greatest accomplishments during this time
frame was the creation of a Chicago Board of Education which
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continues to exist today.

This board took on the dual

responsibility of selecting school sites and erecting
buildings, and then naming them.

In addition this same

board established a policy for naming the schools that
consisted of the following three criteria:

(1) Those of

national character, (2) Those connected with the settlement
of the city, and (3) Those who gave liberally of their time
or means.
form today.

Some of these criteria continue to exist in some
It is also important to note that during this

period, the trend for naming the Chicago Public Schools was
focused toward locally significant native Americans.

The

creation of a policy by the Chicago Board of Education for
naming Chicago Public Schools during the year 1858, helped
to set a precedence and model for identifying future public
schools in Chicago.
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CHAPTER 2
NAMING THE CHICAGO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
BETWEEN 1859 AND 1879

Governance of The

Chicago Public Schools

During the mid-nineteenth century, the financial
situation of the school system was critical.

The publics'

concept of the value of schooling was somewhat reflected in
the under-financing that resulted.

Yet, despite the

cumulative effects of the financial problems generated by
the depression in the 1850s and the Civil War period, the
school system continued to grow. 1

As the population of the

City of Chicago increased, the population of the Chicago
Public Schools also increased.

During this time the

superintendent's reports continually emphasized the severity
of the overcrowdedness which was so great that some grammar
school teachers had over one hundred pupils each, while
there were primary teachers who had as many as 150 students
in a room. 2

There were new buildings erected in haste to

meet the enrollment demands of the schools.

These buildings

failed to provide the needed heat, air, and light in
sufficient quantities for the twelve thousand pupils who
crowded into them.

The physical discomforts helped to cause
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irregular student attendance, a condition from which the
schools suffered for years.
During this period, the Chicago Board of Education had
the authority to select school sites, and to name new school
buildings.

However, the Chicago City Council continued to

control the schools' funding.

The council was responsible

for purchasing the recommended school sites with the
appropriated school funds.

Even though the city council

maintained control over the schools' financial matters, the
governance of the schools was under the control of the board
of education.
school Naming Policy Changes
As the governing body of the Chicago Public Schools,
one of the key responsibilities of the board of education
was to name the schools.

In analyzing these schools through

their names· between 1859 and 1879, some observable changes
took place.

During the early mid-nineteenth century, naming

the schools remained predominantly the same as it did in
1858:

that is, they were named for national characters,

Chicago settlement personalities, and financial and
philanthropic contributors.

However, later during this same

period there were several exceptions.

It was at this time

that the policy for naming schools experienced its first
deviations.

Several new categories of school names were

added to the existirig three categories.

For example, some
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Chicago area street names were given to school branches,
main buildings and rented buildings.

Also, when the city

inherited schools from annexed territory, their individual
names (all of which were the original names of their
respective communities) were kept.

There was a

miscellaneous group of categories of school names which
included:

the nameless Colored School, and School Number

Twelve; schools named for women; schools named for nature
concept and high schools named for city divisions.
Between 1859 and 1862, there were three schools that
continued to adhere to the original naming policy:
Newberry, Skinner and Haven.

Each school was constructed by

architect George P. Randall, Esq. of Chicago.

Newberry,

Skinner and Haven were locally significant personalities who
were instrumental in helping to shape the direction of the
schools through their financial and philanthropic
contributions.

The Newberry School was named for Walter

Newberry (1804-1893), who was an educator, a Chicago board
member, businessman, and a school award donor. 3

The

Newberry School was constructed at the corner of Willow and
Orchard Streets.
model school.

This new building was considered as a

It was well ventilated, spacious, and

provided sufficient accommodation for twelve hundred
students.

The building was made of brick with stone

foundations, costing less than twenty-five thousand dollars.
Several schools that had been built before Newberry had cost

•
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more money, but neither could accommodate more than half the
number of pupils that Newberry could.
By the end of 1859, Skinner School was added to· the
west division of the city.

It was named in honor of the

honorable Mark Skinner, an early resident of Chicago, and an
early and earnest laborer for the cause of public schools.
Skinner School was located on the northwest corner of
Aberdeen and Jackson.

Upon constructing Skinner School,

architect Randall used the same plan he had used for
Newberry.

The names of Skinner and Newberry fit under the

original categories two and three because both were
connected with the settlement of the city and gave liberally
of their time and means. 4
By the end of 1862, one additional south division
school, the Haven School was built.

It was located on

Wabash Avenue, south of Twelfth Street, and named after the
president of the board at that time.

This was the third

model school erected by architect G. P. Randall.

Mr. Haven

fit the third category for naming schools because he gave
liberally of his time and services as board president.
The board had erected Luther Haven (1807-1866) School
to help relieve the overcrowded conditions.

It was

considered one of the finest school buildings of its time
and was built at a cost of twenty-three thousand dollars.
The erection of Haven School so depleted the school building
funds that no further building to meet the demands of the
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growing city was possible.

The state legislature was asked

for authority to issue bonds to finance school building
construction.

The legislature did concur with the request.

In 1863 the board employed its first building and supply
agent, James Ward (from 1863-1881) to look after the care,
maintenance and operation of its buildings. 5
schools

Names

for streets

In the early 1860s the number of students had
continued to outgrow the school buildings erected for them.
It had become necessary to establish a large number of
branch schools in every part of the city.

The branch

schools were rented (temporary) buildings designed to
relieve overcrowdedness.

Two districts had three branches;

another had two branches; and several districts had one
branch each, as represented on Chart 5.

Most of the

branches were in rented rooms, designed for other uses and
ill-adapted to meet the needs of the schools.

In 1861 each

of the fourteen schools listed on Chart 6 became the name of
its school district.

For example, Scammon School became the

Scammon School District.

Thus, the general policy of the

board was to erect in each district, as near the center as
possible, a large building to accommodate one thousand
pupils, as a nucleus, and then to concentrate around it in
·different parts of the district, primarily buildings as
feeders to it. 6
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CHART 5
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND BRANCHES
YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER 1861
School District

School Branch

City Division

1.

High School

2.

Dearborn School

3.

Jones School

- Twelfth Street
Branch of Jones
- Taylor Street
Branch of Jones
- Griswald Street
Branch of Jones

4.

Scammon

- Twelfth Street Branch
of Scammon
- Madison Street
Branch of Scammon

s.

Kinzie School

Branch of Kinzie

North

6.

Franklin School

Branch of Franklin

North

7.

Washington School

South

- curtis Branch of
Washington
- Indiana Street
Branch of Washington
- Union Street Branch·
of Washington
Branch of Foster

South

West

West

8.

Foster School

9.

Mosley School

South

10.

Brown School

West

11.

Ogden School

North

12.

Newberry School

North

13.

School No. Twelve

14.

Skinner School

Branch of School No. 12

West

West
West

Source: Chicago Board of Education, Eighth Annual Report of
the Board of Education for the Year Ending 31 December i861
(Chicago: Times Book and Job Printing Establishment, 1861):
62-64.
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Just as there had been a need to erect new school
buildings in haste to meet the increased enrollment demands,
there was also a need to name in haste the buildings used as
schools.

For this reason, school branches which were

temporary were given the names of Chicago area streets.

At

the time this was a temporary measure for identifying public
schools.

The board did not officially add street names to

their originai naming policy.

However, later it was

observed that naming schools for streets was not so
temporary after all.
naming schools.

It became a threefold practice of

First, there were school branches named for

streets; second, there were main school buildings named for
streets, and third, there were rented buildings named for
streets.
The·first Chicago Public School branches represented
on Chart 5, took on the names· of the schools to which they
were connected, such as the Kinzie Branch, the Franklin
Branch, and the School Number Twelve Branch.

However,

because of the increased number of children, eight
additional branches were needed.

Each of these branches,

also on Chart 5 (Taylor Street, Griswald Street, Twelfth
Street Branch of Jones and Scammon, CUrtis Street, Indiana
Street, Union Street, and Madison Street) was named for the
street upon which it was located. 7

Even though it was a

"quick-fix-it" method of naming schools at that time, it
also gave each branch a sense of identity.

It was an
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expedient means for students to identify their respective
schools, which were referred to in the Eighth Annual Report
as being temporary and for partial relief. 8

Eventually,

these branch buildings were replaced by regular school
structures.
At the time, naming the school branches for street
names was a significant move because of the symbolic
representation of street names.

According to Chicago and

Its Makers. the naming of streets since the incorporation of
the city, was in the hands of the city council.

Many of the

names of streets bestowed in the pioneer days were of
historic events, heroic figures and even the little general
store.

This was done to make the street names familiar all

over the land.

The streets that were permitted to retain

their original names were reminiscent of the pioneer days
and the men and women and their doings.

They were

expressive of sentiments felt in those days, and of the
names of persons and the uses to which streets and buildings
of those,days were put. 9
The city of Chicago and the public schools had a lot
in common regarding conferring names upon streets and
schools.

The city council played a role directly and

indirectly in each.
of naming streets.

The city council had the responsibility
On the other hand, the council was also

involved in the early establishment of the schools and the
approval of the recommended names by the board
-J;).f, ~~i.R..1
... --:.,..•, ,,..,
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The naming of the streets, in a way, followed the same
policy as naming schools.

Since the council was responsible

for approving earlier school names recommended by the-board,
they probably suggested the three original criteria of
school names.

Adopting council street names for schools

kept the naming process in perspective.

When the schools

were named for streets, it was standard policy to keep the
names in place, because it was the same policy with the
added category of street names.

This belief was reinforced

in later years when Chicago Public Schools main buildings
were also named for Chicago streets.
An examination of the forty-eight Chicago Public

Schools, including branches during the school year that
ended 1 July 1870, shows that fifteen of the main school
buildings·were named for Chicago area streets.

It made the

task of naming the schools easier for the board because they
did not have to worry about digressing from the original
policy.

There was a demand to name several schools at the

same time.

Each of the schools represented on Chart 6 was

named for the street on which it was situated. 10
Each of these streets continues to exist in Chicago
except Rolling Mill, Walsh Street, Mitchell Street and Third
Avenue.

Of the fifteen schools named for streets, the

following six schools were constructed in the year 1870:
LaSalle Street Primary: Monroe Street Primary: North Branch
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(Vedder Street Primary); Forest Avenue; Larrabee Street
school and Third Avenue School.
CHART 6
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS NAMED FOR CHICAGO

AREA STREETS IN EXISTENCE IN 1870
NAME OF SCHOOL

BACKGROUND

1.

Cottage Grove

Named for a cottage located on
that street, owned by Hank
Graves that later became the
site of the first University
of Chicago.

2.

Elizabeth Street

Named for the daughter of
Reuben Taylor a prominent land
agent of Chicago. Three other
streets were named for his
wife, Paulina and daughters
Ada,Ann and May.

3.

Pearson Street

Named for Hiram Pearson, city
treasurer.

4.

Rolling Mills

Named for the North Chicago
Rolling Mills along the north
branch of North Avenue.

s.

Walsh Street

Named for John Walsh, a
prominent citizen of Chicago.

6.

Mitchell Street

Named for Ellen Mitchell the
first woman appointed to the
board of education; she was a
literary artist and charity
worker.

7.

Elm Street

Named for elm trees that were
on that street.

a.

Wentworth Avenue

Named for Daniels. Wentworth,
principal of Scammon School,
and Cook County Normal School.

9.

Blue Island Avenue

Named for the geological area
that resembled an island to
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several deer hunters, and
looked like a mirage.
10.

Cicero

Named for a community which
was named for the Romanorator.

11.

LaSalle Street

Named for Robert Cavalier,
Sieur de LaSalle, a French
explorer who also explored
Illinois.

12.

North Branch

Named for its proximity to the
north branch of the. Chicago
river.

13.

Forest Avenue

Named for the street upon
which it was located and then
changed to Douglas School,
that was named for Stephan A.
Douglas, educator, attorney,
judge, and secretary of state.

14.

Larrabee Street

Named for the street upon
which it was located and then
changed to Lincoln School,
that was named for President
Abraham Lincoln.

15.

Third Avenue

Named for the street upon
which it was located.

source: Chicago Board of Education, Sixteenth Annual Report
of the Board of Education for the Year Ending 1 July 1870
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Printers and Stationers, 1870):
6-7.

Twelve other schools that were also in existence at
the end of the school year in 1870 later became street names
that still remain today.

The twelve schools as well as

street names that continue to exist are:

Jones, Dearborn,

Kinzie, Franklin, Washington, Foster, Ogden, Newberry,
Wells, Holden, Carpenter, and Clarke.

The names of each of

the twelve men were all important, and they did fit the
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three original categories.

This could mean that the city

council later took a few cues from the board of education in
naming streets for schools.
Rented Buildings Named for Streets
By 1876, the effects of the business depression were
felt in the schools.

Business had been poor for three

years: the city could not collect taxes, so all governmental
spending bodies were required to cut expenditures.

For this

reason the school board contracted for no new buildings,
instead they resorted to renting quarters, because they
could rent much cheaper than they could build.

So at the

end of the year the board.owned fifty-five buildings and had
schools in eleven rented buildings.

When searching for

rented facilities, the board tried to rent buildings or
rooms that could best be adapted for use.

At the board

meeting of 28 September 1875 the following named buildings
were authorized to be prepared for school use:

the First

Presbyterian Church became the South Paulina Street Primary
School: the Re-Union Presbyterian Church became West
Fourteenth Street Primary No. 2: the Father Matthew
Temperance Hall became the Harrison Street Primary: the
German School became the South Union Street Primary: a two
story building became North LaSalle Street Primary: the
church building on Halsted Street: became the Alport Street
Primary No. 696 South Halsted Street: the Church of the Good
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Shepherd became the Thirty-Fourth Street School; the
Norwegian Lutheran Church became a branch of the Wicker Park
school; the building at the corner of Wells and Hinsdale
street became Branch of the Ogden School.

Nine of the ten

branches were named for Chicago streets (eight of which were
new names) and one was named for a Chicago community. 11
Schools Named

for

women

It is significant to note that of the many schools
named for streets, four of them were named for women.
Indirectly, naming Chicago Public Schools for women was
another shift in the policy of naming schools, from all
males to a few females.

This new trend was affected by the

national thrust of the emerging woman movement.
Nationally, according to Bessie Pierce, the
participation of women in Civil War activities had taken
them from duties restricted to the home and contributed to
the growing emancipation of the sex.

Women were no longer

satisfied to be excluded from taking an active part in
government; no longer did they wish to be kept from the
challenging experience of earning a living; no longer did
they like being denied the pleasures of educational advance.
Thus, the sphere of laying the foundation of society and of
humanizing the world solely through an influence on husband
and children seemed less alluring than it had before.

A

little more than a decade before when the shelter of home
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life prohibited any direct contact with the outside life,
women were unable to take on a leadership role in the elite
society.

However, with increased wealth in the community,

there came also a greater amount of leisure time, which
after the war gave women the opportunity to consider the
restraints to which they were subjected.

The way had been

prepared by lectures, books, and forum discussions in the
1850s, but it was not until the war was over that the
feminist revolt took place in Chicago. 12

For example,

according to The Daily Democratic Press, in 1854 Lucy stone
spoke on "The Social and Legal Disabilities of Women. " 13
However, it was not until June 1868 when a woman's
association was organized to increase the social relations
of women and mankind. 14
These changing conditions are reflected in the choice
of women names for schools.

Thus naming Chicago Public

Schools for city streets had another advantage.

Not only

was it a politically useful "quick-fix-it" means of
identifying schools throughout the city, it was also a door
opener for including women as a part of the city and school
history.
included:

The list of women for whom schools were named
Elizabeth Street, Mitchell. Street, Paulina Street

and May Street.

Of the first four women's names given to

Chicago Public Schools, three of them were family members.
Paulina Taylor and her two daughters, Elizabeth and May,
were the three related ones.

The outstanding contributions
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of Reuben Taylor, the husband and father, respectively, of
these three women warranted this historic occurrence.

It is

viewed as historic because prior to this period of time, the
names of the Chicago Public Schools had been monopolized by
the opposite sex.
Elizabeth Street Primary was named in honor of the
street upon which it was located.

The street was name for

Elizabeth Taylor CUrtis, who was the daughter of Reuben
Taylor.

It is also noteworthy to mention that she was also

the wife of James curtis, a mayor of Chicago, in whose honor
a street and school were named.
was named for Paulina Taylor.

Meanwhile, Paulina Street
The question now arises, just

who is this personality known as Reuben Taylor, and·why did
he and his family merit such high esteem?

According to

Andreas, Reuben Taylor (Tayler) came to Chicago in 1838 and
immediately purchased a small piece of land in what is now
the vicinity of Ashland Avenue and West Madison Street.
Ashland Avenue was first called Reuben Street, after Mr.
Taylors' Christian name, and the changing thereof to Ashland
Avenue caused great grievance to the old gentlemen's
sincere, honest and yet simple life.

For several years he

farmed his plot of ground, but perceiving the future of
Chicago, he went into real-estate business and remained
therein until about 1875.

Reuben Taylor was also a champion

of the masonic organization wherein he was named the Grand
High Priest (Most Excellent Deputy) • 15

The General
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Directory and Business Advertiser of the City of Chicago
reported for the year 1844, that Mr. Taylor owned a teamster
house in the third war near Randolph Street.

The nature of

his contributions demanded the recognition that he and his
family received. 16
Meanwhile, it was also during this same period that
another school was named for Mitchell Street.
had been named in honor of Ellen Mitchell.

This street

Ellen Mitchell

had made her own impact upon the women's movement.

The

Chicago Herald emphasized the point that she commanded the
highest respect from her colleagues for her literary and
intellectual contributions. 17
schools in Annexed Territory
The effects of the war had other schooling
consequences.

President Newberry could find no way to meet

the financial demands, because the resources of the board
would not permit it.

So he urged a special session of the

legislature to consider the school problem.

This crunch was

partially caused by the influx of people from the south,
which created a need for additional territory to be annexed
to the .city.

The city and the territory being annexed grew

'

rapidly within a short period of time.
The city boundary changes in the form of annexations
did affect the public schools.

On 13 February 1863, the

limits of the city of Chicago were extended so as to include
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the south Chicago, Bridgeport and Holstein schools.

The

number of pupils enrolled in these three schools at the time
of their admission to the city was 397.

Since these three

schools and their names were inherited by means of
annexation, they did not adhere to the criteria for naming
Chicago Public Schools.
communities.
made.

Instead, they were named for their

Thus, a fourth category of school names was

Even though the board of education had no control

over naming the inherited schools, since they had retained
the names of their respective communities, it was not a bad
idea.

Keeping their original names enabled the schools to

maintain a sense of identity, local ownership, and a sense
of community togetherness which was needed with a change of
this nature.

The colored school
Prior to 1863, black children were scattered
throughout the Chicago Public Schools with white children
and other ethnic groups.

For example, in 1862, the

following number of colored children were enrolled in the
schools that existed:

High (1), Dearborn (23), Jones (126),

Scammon (4), Skinner (12), and Haven (23). 18

By early 1863

on 13 February, the new city charter that was adopted
contained provisions for the establishment of a separate
school for colored children.

It became the duty of the

common council to provide one or more separate school
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buildings for the instruction of negro and mullato children.
At this school, colored pupils between the ages of five and
twenty-one years residing in every school in Chicago were
allowed to attend.

After a school for the instruction of

negro and mullato children had been provided, it was
unlawful for such pupils to attend any other public school
in the city of Chicago, in which white children were
taught. 19

According to Herrick, the parents of negro

children in the already established schools refused to obey
the ordinance and continued to send their children to the
schools in which they were enrolled.

Then the school board

ruled that a child with only one-eighth negro blood might
attend the regular schools. 20

According to Superintendent

Wells, the mission building that was located at the corner
of Taylor·street and Fourth Avenue (used for the Colored)
was the best that could be procured at that time, but it was
not well suited for a school.

It was entirely destitute of

yard room, and in other respects quite inconvenient.

The

attendance at the Colored School was somewhat irregular.
However, it was reported that the scholars made commendable
progress.

This school did not last very long.

In April

1865, the School for Colored was closed without ever being
named by the board of education.

Thus, the existence of

that school lasted from January 1863 to April 1865. 21
It was ironic that it was in 1863, during the Civil
War that Chicago's public schools were for a short time
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officially segregated with a school designated for colored
children.

However, the loud outcry and pressure from a

delegation of negro citizens and others was vicious, and the
black school law was repealed in 1865.

As a consequence,

there was a gradual disappearance of the harsh feeling which
had prevailed in the years just preceding this time.

A

sense of relief, and sentiment of the nation was felt during
this time.

According to Curry, until 1863, there was no

discrimination against colored children in the public
schools of the city.

But the intense racial feelings of ·

that period resulted in discriminatory practices. 22
Chamberlin, in the Chicago Record Herald. alluded to this
fact when he said that the establishment of a school for
colored children echoed a great struggle which tore apart
the country in the sixties. 23
School Number Twelve
By 1865, two years after the annexation, board
president Holden was still reporting that nearly every
school building was overcrowded--many rooms with seventy
seats had from 70 to 120 pupils in attendance.

Part of the

cause of the problem was that no new schools had been
erected for the past two years, because there were not
enough funds.

Requests were also made for a school building

to relieve School Number Twelve.
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This school had remained nameless until it was finally
replaced by Wells School in 1865.

It was named in honor of

William Harvey Wells, the superintendent of schools from
1856 to 1864.

It did fit category three naming policy

because Superintendent Wells had given liberally of his time
in the service of the city's schools.

The plans for Wells

school were furnished by A. Bauer, architect, who supervised
its construction.

The cost of this building was forty-three

thousand dollars.

Even though Wells was a large school,

immediately after it opened, its attendance increased by 50
percent.

The board calculated that there must have be~n at

least eight thousand children crowded into it, and some
eight thousand children crowded out.

There were enough

children to fill twelve buildings of its size.

Legislative

action was needed to secure means for public school
buildings to help save the city from harm. 24
The Committee on School Buildings and Grounds
In 1866, _the council authorized the school board to
expend eighty thousand dollars on the erection of
schoolhouses.

By 1867, the legislature authorized the

.

municipality to issue bonds amounting to $500,000 for the
purpose of school construction as requested by president
Holden.

During the last half of 1867, progress was made in

the erection of three new buildings and it was necessary to
decide upon the names for the buildings of Center Avenue and
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Thirty-First Street, Center Avenue and Second Street, and
Thirty-First and Deering Streets.

The following two names

were recommended at this meeting:

Carpenter, and Holden. 25

The other two schools were Hayes and Clarke.

They ranged

from fifty-eight to seventy-four thousand dollars each.

All

of these fit category three for naming Chicago Public

c. N. Holden, Esq. was for some years a member and

schools.

president of the board of education.

Philo Carpenter, Esq.,

was one of the oldest residents of the city,--and.a member of
the board for years.
named in honor of

A third building, the Hayes School was

s. s. Hayes, Esq., at one time a city

comptroller and school agent, as well as a member of the
board.

Each of these three buildings was constructed on the

same general four story plan. 26
With the state legislature providing additional monies
to alleviate the overcrowded conditions in the schools, the
task of selecting school sites, providing school buildings,
and then naming them became very difficult for the board of
education.

Help was needed to share the responsibilities of

managing the old schools and selecting and naming the new
ones.

It became expedient to add committees to the

structure of the board.

The committee on school buildings

and grounds became one of the fifteen standing committees
for the board.

It was charged with the vital role of naming

Chicago Public Schools.

This responsibility was reflected
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in the Chicago Board of Education Regular Meeting of 2 July
1867:
The committee on school buildings and grounds
respectfully recommended that the new school be
designated and known by the name of the "Dore School,"
in honor of the Hon. John c. Dore, the first
superintendent of the Public Schools of the City of
Chicago, a man who did much to promote the interests of
the Public Schools of Chicago. By naming one of the
school buildings after so worthy and deserving a member
of the community, you fulfilled a duty of gratitude. on
the motion of Mr. Guilford, the report was accepted and
adopted. 27
The year 1867 was a very busy one for the special
committee on school buildings and grounds.

They were

continuously involved in selecting and recommending school
sites, as well as naming the schools.

Mr. Brentano,

chairman of the committee, presented a report to the board
of education on Naming New Buildings. 28

He reported the

progress made in the erection of three new buildings, and
stated that it would be necessary to decide upon the names
for those three new buildings, that were named earlier.
In 1869, the city had grown in area from fifteen
square miles to thirty-eight, and increased in population
from fifteen thousand to three hundred thousand inhabitants.
The number of school districts had increased to thirty-three
and were scattered throughout the city.
during the 1869 school year included:
Hayes, Elm Street and Wentworth.

The schools built
Clarke, Franklin,

Except for Elm Street, the

schools were named for a board member, inventor, railroad
advocate, and a businessman.
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Local Trends
Between 1870 and 1879, despite the constant effort of
the Chicago Board of Education to provide sufficient
accommodations for school children, the task of providing
needed school buildings remained very difficult, because the
growth of the city continued to exceed the number of school
accommodations.

The Twenty-First Annual Report of the Board

of Education of the City of Chicago showed that in 1873
alone, the number of students enrolled was 49,121.

It

seemed almost impossible to erect a sufficient number of
public school buildings. 29

The Chicago School Census of

1874, reported that of the 102,555 children between the ages
of six and twenty-one, 49,121 children were enrolled on
private schools, 15,947 children were at work and a large
number of children between six and fourteen did not attend
any school.

This same influx of students caused the board

to rent more school accommodations in different parts of the
city.

Suitable room could be readily obtained at reasonable

rates so as to give every child the benefit of attending a
public school. 30
Because of the devastating fire referred to earlier,
eleven Chicago Public Schools and branches were destroyed
causing schools to be closed for two weeks.

However, by the

efforts of the Superintendent, Josiah L. Pickard, and his
assistants some schools were again in session.
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Unfortunately the city's inability to collect taxes during
the early seventies inhibited the building program.
However, emergency school buildings were provided as rapidly
as possible.

The board did not want to keep the children in

rented rooms forever, their preference was to construct
school buildings.

In the history of the Chicago Public

Schools, the last half of the mid-nineteenth century marked
a transition in educational policies including those
affecting the naming of schools.

It also served as a sort

of division line between the earlier and later history of
the Chicago Public Schools.

For example, in 1872, by act of

the legislature, when the mayor was given the power to elect
the entire board, the responsibilities of the new Chicago
Board of Education were increased to include:

erecting

schools; selecting leases for school sites; issuing bonds;
using school taxes to supplement school funds for teachers•
salaries; renting schoolrooms; and organizing the city into
districts.

The only area in which the board still needed

the approval of the city council was in monetary issues.
The added powers of the board, however, did not
overcome the difficulties in meeting the demands of the
growing population.

At the time, ten thousand scholars were

in double divisions, having but half-day sessions.

Many of

the old school buildings were in fair or poor condition.
These buildings included all of the following:

Scammon,

Mosley Branch, Foster Branch, Holden Branch, Rollings Mill
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Branch, Blue Island Avenue, Third Avenue, Sangamon Street
and its Branch.

The delay of the council in acting upon

recommendations for building sites caused a serious loss of
time in providing schoolhouses.

The friction between the

board and the council led the former to heated accusations
against the latter, especially the member of the school
committees.

They were charged with acting in collusion with

the property owners to prevent the board from acquiring
needed sites, and at best, with failure to appreciate and
care for the needs of the people.

The added powers

conferred upon the board of education, during later years
had an impact upon the powers bestowed upon the committee on
school buildings and grounds regarding naming schools. 31
In 1874, the board was able to erect five new public
school buildings, with the seating capacity to accommodate
4,700 pupils.

The Pickard, Ward, Sheldon, Jones and Mosley

(addition) schools were erected.

However, it was also in

1874 that Chicago suffered another serious loss when sixty
acres of business property was destroyed by another fire.
The fire reduced the new Jones School (that had been rebuilt
after the fire of 1871) to ashes after only two months of
occupancy.

This building had cost over sixty thousand

dollars and was considered one of the finest properties
owned by the board at the time.

Plans were made immediately

to rebuild this school a third time with its name remaining
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the same.

The Mosley School also retained its original

name. 32
The three new schools that required names (Pickard,
ward, and Sheldon) reverted to the original categories of
naming schools.
The Pickard School was named for Joseph L. Pickard,
superintendent of the Chicago Public Schools from 1864-1877.
The Ward School was named in honor of James Ward, an early
settler, builder, member of the board of education and
current supply agent for the board.

The Sheldon School

(replacing the Elm Street School) was named for Edwin H.
Sheldon, a Chicago realtor, city commissioner, and a member
of the board of education.

At the Chicago board meeting

held on 30 May 1874, the subject of names on tablets of
Sheldon and ward school buildings was discussed.

Mr. Hotz,

chairman of the committee on school buildings and grounds
reported that tablets in blank had been inserted at the time
of erection in the wall of these two schools.

Two of the

parties for whom schools had been named expressed a
willingness to have the names of the buildings cut in the
tablets at their own expense.

At the motion of Mr. Hotz,

authority was granted to have the names cut into the tablets
on the named buildings during summer vacation. 33
Nickersonville School was named for the vicinity of
its location.

According to The Proceeding of the Board of

Education for September 1874 to 1875, the superintendent
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called attention to the necessity for providing
accommodations for the children in the vicinity of
Nickersonville.

On the motion of Mr. Reed, the building and

supply agent was authorized to rent the necessary rooms, and
the superintendent was instructed to make the necessary
arrangements for opening a school in the vicinity named.
These two school's names did comply with the three original
categories for naming schools, but it was indirect.

Cleaver

school was named for the railroad junction, which was named
in honor of Cleaver, and Nickersonville was likewise named
for it locality.

The two gentlemen for whom these schools

were named prominent citizens and philanthropic.

Thus, each

of the names also qualified under category three of the
original naming policy. 34
There were two schools named for streets, Archer
Avenue and Warren Avenue.

Archer Avenue School was named

for Colonel William B. Archer who was a commissioner of the
Illinois-Michigan canal.

Warren Avenue School was named for

Daniel Warren, a prominent citizen in Chicago. 35

Finally,

by the end of the 1875 school year, a new criteria for
naming schools was officially added.

The new category was

called city divisions, which appealed to the immediate
school needs of high school students.
be discussed in Chapter 4.

The high schools will
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A Change in the Process of Naming Schools
The 1878 school year witnessed another change in the
naming of the schools.

It will be recalled that on 30 May

1878 on the motion of Mr. Hoyne (a board member) the whole
question of names of school buildings was referred to the
committee on school buildings and grounds.

As a result of

this motion, the committee gained additional power in naming
schools. 36

When this newly gained power was exercised at a

regular board meeting that was held 11 July 1878, the
strength of this authority appeared somewhat weakened.
The agenda topic was naming school buildings.

Mr.

Hotz, chairman of the committee on school buildings and
grounds presented that report to the board of education.
Since the committee on school buildings and grounds had been
referred the matter of naming the new school buildings, the
committee recommended to change the names of some of the
buildings by simply leaving off the word Street or Avenue
and call them as follows:

Calumet Avenue School, Calumet

School; Polk Street School, Polk School; Wentworth Avenue
School, Wentworth School.

For other school buildings now

named after the locality, they would recommend the following
new names:

The new building on Throop Street to Throop

School, Cottage Grove School to Bancroft School, Archer
Avenue School to Everett School, Elizabeth Street School to
Fulton School, Division and Cleaver Street School to Ericson
School, West Fourteenth Street School to Jefferson School,
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Lincoln Street School to LaSalle School, Nickersonville
school to Webster School, Pearson Street School to Irving
school, Sangamon Street School to Bryant School, Third
Avenue School to Morse School, Vedder Street School to
Dearborn School, Walsh Street School to Horace Mann School,
and Wicker Park School to Humboldt School. 37
Mr. Hoyne then moved that the consideration of the
report be held over until the next meeting.

At the next

meeting, the recommendation lost by a nine to two vote.
However, the committee did not lose everything.

At the same

meeting, Mr. Hotz moved that the building that was in the
course of erection on Throop Street be named the Throop
School.

Meanwhile, Mr. English (a board member) moved that

the same building be named Sumner School (the amendment
lost).

Mr. Vocke moved, as an amendment that the same

school be named Throop Street School, which also lost.
Finally, the question was taken on the original motion to
name the school building Throop School, which passed. 38
There appeared to be some hesitancy against making a
wholesale change in school names.
of the source of the names used.

This was perhaps because
Eventually, such changes

could have caused some repercussions either individually or
collectively.

Many of these schools that the committee on

school buildings and ground was attempting to alter had been
named for streets.

The city council had the responsibility

of naming the streets, and they also continued to control
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the finances of the board.

The board, in general, did not

wish to "rock the boat" in which they had for so many years
made such a lasting investment.
During the 1879 school year, there was a school named
for a novice, and one named for a judge.

The Marquette

School was named in honor of Father Jacques Marquette, a
Jesuit Priest, who helped Joliet discover the Mississippi
Valley, and the Rogers School was named for John Gorin
Rogers, a Chicago Judge.

In spite of the variety of names

given to Chicago Public Schools between 1859 and 1879, the
ones that left a lasting impression were those schools named
for women.

It is for that impression that Ellen Mitchell is

being highlighted.

Representative Profile
Between 1859 and 1879, there were three key
personalities and landmarks for which the Chicago Public
Schools were named.
educators and donors.

The three groups included street names,
These three areas could be considered

as yardsticks by which the exemplary contributions of the
schools' namesakes may be measured.

The personalities had

served as role models throughout time and especially during
the period when their contributions were more impactful.
The greatest percentage of schools named during this time
were named for local streets.

Mitchell was representative

of schools named in honor of streets.
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According to Barbara Leahy, reporter for the Chicago
Tribune, when Ellen Mitchell arrived in Chicago with her
husband, Francis, in 1859, she plunged into the exclusive
literary and intellectual circles of the city.

Over one

hundred years later, she would probably be amazed to note
the scope of the intellectual effort at the elementary
school at 2233 Ohio Street, which bears her name.

As a

matter of fact, she was one of the first four women for whom
Chicago Public Schools were named.

This marked a positive

turning point in conferring names upon schools.
born in Nantucket, Massachusetts.

She was

Mitchell added a militant

note to the role of women in Chicago's cultural life.

She

was a frequent speaker at the Northside French Club on such
topics as culture for women, and served as vice president of
the Illinois Woman's Congress.

In 1873 Mitchell joined a

group of women in founding the Fortnightly Club of Chicago,
a group that gathered at the home of Mrs. William E. Doggett
to read and write essays.
club from 1880 to 1882.

Mitchell was president of the
Her efforts in the intellectual

sphere resulted in her appointment in 1888 as the first
woman member of the Chicago Board of Education.

She

remained an active member of the board until her death on 16
December 1891.

Earlier that year, she was present when the

board voted to change the name of the Oakley school to Ellen
Mitchell School.

One of the things that she fought for was

to make education universally available.

She would probably
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be proud to see her philosophy in action at Ellen Mitchell
School. 39
According to the 19 October 1890 Chicago Herald, Ellen
Mitchell was to be commended the highest respect for her
role as a member of the Chicago Board of Education.

She

proved her fitness for this very responsible position.

When

she left the board, she had become an invalid and was unable
to leave her room. •0

summary
Between 1859 and 1870, the continuous increase in the
city's population became a public school problem when the
number of students expanded beyond the number of school
accommodations.

Even though there was a vast increase in

the number of foreign-born immigrants coming to Chicago, the
names of the schools continued to be predominantly for
locally significant native Americans.
When the state legislature finally came to the rescue
with appropriations, the board realized that they needed
assistance in not only selecting school sites, building new
schools and naming them, but also in accommodating schools
that were added due to the city annexations.

The committee

on school buildings and grounds was created to help oversee
this gigantic task, especially in making recommendations for
school names.
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Meanwhile, between 1870 and 1879, there was again a
constant rise in the population of the Chicago Public
schools causing the number of students to out-number the
available school building accommodations.

This painful

situation worsened after the devastating fire of 1871 which
was followed by another fire in 1874.

Despite the many

difficulties, some new schools were erected and a vast
number of school accommodations were rented.

The number of

schools increased from forty-eight in 1870 to sixty-seven by
1879.

Some of these schools required being named, while

others maintained their original names after they were
rebuilt.

The number of Chicago Public Schools may have been

significantly higher had the fire of 1871 not destroyed
eleven of them.

This fire had a devastating impact on the

schools that will remain in the minds of generations of
Chicagoans and others who were affected by it.
The criteria for naming Chicago Public Schools was
continued during this time just as it had in earlier years.
However, several new categories of school names were added,
such as streets, communities, lakes, trees, city divisions,
women and a variety of others (a junction, a priest, a
judge, a park).

A majority of the schools that were named

during this time were named for local educators and landmark
streets.

Several communities or localities that were used

as school names included:

Calumet, Lawndale, Cicero, South

Chicago, Bridgeport, Holstein, Nickersonville, Wicker Park,
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west Division, South Division, North Division, and
cleaverville.

The names of four women were also used as

names for Chicago Public School, and they were Ellen·
Mitchell, Elizabeth, May and Paulina.

The last three names

were the two daughters and wife of Reuben Taylor (a
prominent Chicago citizen) respectively.

It was also

brought out that the task for naming the schools was not
without some difficulty, even though the process of naming
the schools was altered in favor of the committee on school
buildings and grounds.

Overall, this period marked a naming

transition for the Chicago Public Schools and eheir
constituency.
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CHAPTER 3
NAMING POLICIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
BETWEEN 1880 AND 1910

Between 1880 and 1910, a number of social, political
and educational changes took place that affected the naming
of the Chicago Public Elementary Schools.

During this time,

two periods of history were involved, the end of the
Reconstruction Period (1880 to 1889), and the Progressive
Era.

At the end of the Reconstruction Period, wholesale

territorial annexation added more schools to the Chicago
public elementary system.

The original school names were

kept, for the same reason as mentioned earlier:

Using the

original names was an expedient means of identifying the
schools and their location.

It also served as a means of

preserving a sense of identity and community support.
The Progressive Era was marked by industrialization,
urbanization and technological growth that increased the
demand for a formal education.

This growth led to the

appointment of the Educational Commission of Chicago by
Mayor Carter H. Harrison II on 19 January 1898.

A turning

point in naming the Chicago Public Elementary Schools also
took place during the Progressive Era.

As the ethnic

population increased during the Progressive Era, the types
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of names chosen for schools also changed to reflect the
different ethnic groups.

What follows is a discussion of

the policy shifts in naming schools during these two eras.
Expansion

of

Elementary

Schools

Between 1880 and 1889

In the last ten years of the Reconstruction Period,
the number of schools expanded from sixty-seven to more than
two hundred, due to the rapid growth in the student
population of both native and foreign-born.

The increase in

the city population was in part accelerated by improved
transportation facilities, notably, the extension of the
railway, elevated train and water network.

During the

1880s, three separate cable lines, one from each section of
the city, entered and circled the downtown area.

In

addition, the railroad facilities took over more and more
property in the southern portion of the loop area. 1
Many groups came to Chicago under the lure of wellphrased advertisements which sketched in bright outlines the
promised land.

Bankers and dealers in foreign exchange

joined with real estate promoters in distributing pamphlets.
The pamphlets described the abundance and fertility of land
nearby, not to mention the opportunities provided by the
city itself.

By the end of the Reconstruction Period,

Chicago was filled with a multitude of nationalities.

There

were so many different groups, that the distinction between
native and foreign-born was not always clearly and
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appropriately made.

Some observers remarked that on the

sores of Lake Michigan, might eventually be found the
composite photograph of mankind. 2
The two largest groups of foreign-born Americans were
of German and Irish descent.

The Chicago census statistics

(Table 2) taken between the years 1880 and 1890 is
verification of this fact.

The German and Irish population

led the way among foreign-born citizens over a considerable
number of years.

According to the "Chicago Community

Settlement Map," the German population was located
predominately on the north side of the city, and the Irish
population was situated west of the business district of
today's loop area.

However, the largest settlement of the

Irish-born citizens was along the east bank of the Chicago
River.

Another thriving Irish community was established in

Bridgeport, close to the canal route and employment. 3
Meanwhile, the German influences was said to be strong
in Chicago and the State of Illinois during this period.
Industry, labor, politics, culture and religion, all were
shaped to a degree by some German citizens in Chicago.

The

influence of the German community was also an active force
in assuring that the German language be taught in the
Chicago Public schools.

For example, when Lorenz Brentano

(1868 to 1869) was board president, he was influential in
introducing German instruction in the Chicago Public School.
However, other ethnic groups looked with jealous and
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resentful eyes upon the favored position of the Germans.
Bohemians, Italians, and even Scandinavians (who loudly
protested their unwillingness in any way to neglect the
English language in their new homeland) campaigned along
with others against the continuation of German as a school
subject.

Mass antagonism developed to such a degree that in

1887, a proposal to prohibit the teaching of all foreign
languages was presented in the state legislature, but was
not enacted into law.

Therefore, German continued on a

voluntary basis from third grade through high school.
According to the Thirty-Fifth

Annual Report, "The gratifying

aspects of the enlargement of educational opportunity were
at times marred by unwarranted criticism of the strife
instigated by special interest groups endeavoring to advance
their own·ends."

With a large foreign population holding

political power, Chicago inevitably became the center of
groups demanding the teaching of their native tongues.

The

fact is that there were few cities at the time, in which so
many nationalities were so represented. 4
The wide variety of names of Chicago Public Elementary
Schools that were conferred during the middle 1880s, as well
as the 1890s reflected the many changes that were taking
place.

There was a broad expansion of categories of school

names which included more patriots, statesmen, foreign-born,
government related, judges and lawyers that will be
discussed later.

The gradual movement toward reform caused
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changes politically, socially, as well as economically.
Mayor Carter Harrison (1879-86) focused his efforts toward
moral, political and socioeconomic reform.

Moral reform

represented the evangelical Protestant impulse at its
purest, attacking the use of liquor and attempting to
repress gambling, prostitution, and all other forms of vice
and crime.

Political reformers fought the evils of bossism,

graft, and patronage, and proposed to run city governments
in a more businesslike, efficient fashion through the civil
service system and a nonpartisan city council.

Socio-

economic reformers attempted to use the power of government
to make urban life more humane and comfortable, extending
city services rapidly to keep up with urban growth. 5
President Garfield was shot by a disappointed office seeker,
who wanted to be made the U.S. Consult to France.
Meanwhile, Mayor Harrison was assassinated at the door of
his home by a deranged man who felt that he had been
slighted by the mayor who did not give him a political
appointment.

Locally and nationally, the country lost two

leaders, Mayor Carter H. Harrison and President James
Garfield.
The population explosion that caused a need for moral,
political and socio-economic reform, also caused a need for
additional school sites and accommodations.

These changes,

especially the influx of immigrants into the city of Chicago
had some influence on naming schools during that period.
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Table 2 shows that between 1880 and 1900, there was an
increase of 382,253 foreign born Chicago residents, and
813,147 native-born Chicagoans.

In fact, between 1880 and

1889, a new informally added category of school names
(foreign-born) emerged.

This was the first time that a

representative number of Chicago schools' names were
affected by the ethnic population.
The 1880-81 school year resulted in the completion of
eight new schools.

They included:

Oak, LaSalle, and Huron

Streets Schools in the north division; the West Thirteenth
Street and Central Park Schools in the west division; and
the Wallace Street, Brighton, and Cottage Grove Schools in
the south division.

Three of the eight schools needed

names, while the other five kept the original names of the
school buildings they replaced. 6
The board of education attempted to purchase other
school lots but it was unsuccessful, principally due to the
opposition of the property owners in the vicinity of the
proposed purchases.

At the time, the city of Chicago owned

sixty-one public school buildings and rented twelve.

As

noted earlier, the school buildings that had been rented by
the board of education would eventually be replaced.

Thus,

a small step was taken in that direction when the Brighton,
the new Huron Street, the LaSalle Street, and the Central
Park Schools were constructed.

The buildings of the West

Thirty-fourth, the old Huron, the West Lake, and the South
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union Streets Schools diminished the number of rented
accommodations to eight. 7

Since there was obvious friction

going on in some communities, regarding securing school
sites, there is no wonder that the next three schools named
by the board, were not given the identities of living
individuals.
West Thirteenth Street, Central Park and Brighton
Schools adhered to board of education President, William K.
Sullivan's recommendation which stated that:
The custom of naming schools after living persons
should be discontinued. It would be more sensible to
designate them in such a way as to indicate their
location. Our educational system is absolutely free,
as it should be, from sectarian and other influences
that would impair its usefulness and sap the very
foundation of free schools. 8
West Thirteenth Street School was given the name of the
street upon which it was located, and the division of the
city in which it was constructed: Central Park School was
named for its locality in the city: and Bright School was
named for the community of Brighton.

Sullivan paralleled

the earlier informal practice of naming Chicago Public
Schools for streets, localities and communities.
By the end of the 1882 school year, there were five
school buildings under construction.

The one school that

required an identity was named for James A. Garfield,
President of the United States (1880-1881). 9

The name of

Garfield School fit the first category for naming schools
after national figures.

It also fit under the
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recommendation that was made by board President Sullivan,
because President Garfield was no longer "in the land of the
Living" after having been assassinated one month prior to
the naming (17 October 1881).

The newly named school was

the former Central Park School, having taken its name from
its proximity to Central Park. 10
During the latter half of 1882, securing new school
sites became a problem when the board of education
recommended to the city council the purchase of seven sites
in different parts of the city.

Of the seven, the council

only confirmed the purchase of three sites:

one on Throop

street near Twentieth Street, one on Lexington Street, and
one on Wentworth Avenue near Thirty-third Street.

The other

localities recommended were also in areas in which schools
were greatly needed.

According to the board President

Martin A. Delany (1880-1882) these localities should have
been purchased.

However, the homeowners in the specified

areas did not want schools near their residences, because
they feared that their property would depreciate. 11

The

board blamed the city council for not securing the
appropriate school sites, and for being more of an advocate
of the adjoining property owners than the school population.
During the 1881-82 school year, the board of education
was growing tired of working through the city council,
because it was politically cumbersome in a time of needed
school buildings.

Even though the board wanted full power
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to purchase school sites and make its own appropriations for
school purposes, it had little support for the change and
therefore had to continue working through the city
council.u
The next year (1881-83) there was some public school
building activity when the board voted to purchase eleven
school sites.

However, once again, the council consented to

the purchase of only four of them in 1882.

This time the

committee on school buildings and grounds concurred with the
board that it was becoming ore and more difficult to secure
sites for the erection of school buildings in suitable
localities.

But there was still no change because of the

tense feeling on part of the homeowners that the erection of
a school building in their immediate neighborhood would
depreciate the value of their own property. 13
Of the eight new school accommodations provided
between 1882 and 1883, four of them needed names.
Longfellow School located at the northeast corner of Throop
Street and West Twentieth Street, was named for the American
poet, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882).

Keith School

located on the southwest corner of Dearborn and Thirtyfourth Streets, was named for Elbridge Gallet Keith,
president of the Metropolitan National Bank and a member of
the Chicago Board of Education.

Webster School located on

the southeast corner of Wentworth Avenue and Thirty-third
Street, was named for the United States statesman and
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secretary of the state, Daniel Webster (1782-1852).
Finally, the Irving School located on Lexington Street,
between South Hoyne Avenue and South Leavitt Street, was
named for the American author, Washington Irving (17831859).

Since three of the schools were named for renown

national personalities, Longfellow, Webster and Irving,
their names fit the original policy, under category number
one.

Meanwhile, the names of Keith and Webster adhered to

category number three of the original naming policy, because
both personalities were philanthropic contributors.

Thus,

by 1883, 75 percent of the schools were named for deceased
persons, and all fit the old categories.
Increase in School Building Activity
Between 1884 and 1885, the building program received
needed support.

This incentive was attributed to the

increase in school building funds.

Also, the adoption of

the compulsory education law in Illinois by the general
assembly meant that parents would be more eager to support
the building program.

In 1884, there were six new

elementary schools added which included:
Emerson, Langland, Motley and Ogden.
needed names were:

Arnold, Brenan,

The five schools that

Emerson School (named for the famous

American author, Ralph Waldo Emerson--1803-1882); Motley
School (named for the novelist, John Motley--1814-1877);
Arnold School (named for attorney Isaac Newton Arnold);
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Branan School (named for foreign-born Thomas Branan, army
quartermaster, cashier in city treasury office, and member
of the Chicago Board of Education); and Langland School
(named for Knud Langland--1813-1888, a German-born teacher
and editor).

Thus, five newly named schools did conform by

the original policy for naming Chicago Public Schools.
Meanwhile, in 1885 thirteen public schools were added.
Three did not need names because they kept their original
ones.

However, ten schools did need them.

included were named as follows:

The latter

Andersen, Brainard, Burr,

cooper, Cottage Grove, Froebe!, Grant, Haven, Healey,
Mannierre, Thomas Hoyne and Von Humboldt.

Brainard School

was named for Dr. Daniel Brainard (1812-1866), a physician
who obtained a charter for Rush Medical College.

Burr

School was named for Jonathan Burr (1787-1842), a
philanthropist who established Burr Industrial School and
his own real estate firm.

Cooper School was named for Peter

Cooper (1791-1883), a businessman connected with the
railroad.

Froebe! School was named for Friederich Wilheim

Froebe! (1782-1852), founder of the kindergarten system.
Grant School was named for Ulysses

s.

Grant (1822-1885), the

eighteenth president of the United States.

Healey School

was named for Robert Healey, an early Chicago businessman
who was school director and a highway commissioner.
Mannierre School was named for George Mannierre (1817-1863),
a city official and judge.

Montefiore School was named for
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Moses Montefiore (1784-1825), an English educated Italian
who was considered a crusader.

Von Humboldt School was

named for Alexander Von Humboldt (1769-1859), an explorer
and scientist, and finally Andersen School was named for
Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875), the Davis literary
artist. 14
Approximately 50 percent of these personalities were
locally significant businessmen who were philanthropic
contributors to the educational system.

Several schools

were also named for national figures and city settlers.
Thus, over half of the names did fit the original naming
policy.
Between 1886 and 1889, there were thirteen new schools
constructed that required identities.

The committee on

school buildings and grounds used a mixture of names for the
following schools:

John Hancock (1737-1793), American

merchant, politician, revolutionary leader, and national
figure; Thomas Hendricks (1819-1825), lawyer and member of
the senate; Christopher Columbus (1435-1506), Italian
navigator in service of Spain, traditional discoverer of
America, and national figure; John Walsh (1811-1885) a
Chicago businessman; Edward Tilden (1858-1915), businessman,
civic leader and board president; Carter H. Harrison (18251893), Chicago mayor; Elihu Washburn (1816-1887),
congressman and Secretary of State; William McAllister
(1818-?), judge; Stephan Douglas (1813-1861), "Little Giant"
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Attorney General, Secretary of State, judge of State Supreme
court, member of Congress, and

u. s.

Senator who debated

Lincoln seven times; John Logan (1725-1780), American·rndian
leader, United States Congressman and Legislator:
George H. Thomas (1816-1870),

u. s.

General

General; Colonel James

A. Mulligan (1830-1864), Military; and Grant Goodrich (18111889), judge. 15
Three of the thirteen schools mentioned, replaced old
school buildings.

The Harrison School building took the

place of the old Wentworth when the property was leased for
business purposes.

The Tilden School building replaced the

old Elizabeth street school which was sold.

The Washburn

School building was the old West Fourteenth Street School
building remodeled. 16
Acquiring these thirteen buildings was not without
some problems.

At one point, there was a halt in the

Douglas School construction.

According to board President,

Allan c. Story (1886-1889), "The construction of the Douglas
School was first refused and afterwards reconsidered and
delayed in the council for months; and it was not until a
powerful lobby from one of the wealthiest wards in the city
took the matter in hand, that Douglas School was erected. 1117
In the fall of 1889, there were one hundred public
schools and by the end of the year the number had doubled,
due to the wholesale territorial annexations to the city.
The public schools that were in existence in 1889 are
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represented in Chart 7.

The backgrounds of the individuals

for whom the schools were named are also shown on the chart.
Naming Schools in the

Midst of Local Changes

During the Progressive Era, there continued to be
sharp changes socially, politically and educationally.
These changes were brought on by the rapid growth in
industry and continued rapid population growth.

Chicago's

strategic location as the hub of inland waterways and a
national railway network, spurred its industrial growth
while the nation expanded to the west.

During the second

half of the nineteenth century, Chicago became a
manufacturing center, with the steel and iron industries
located on the southern shore of Lake Michigan.

It also

became the merchandising and financial center for the
expanding midwest, which required a huge work force.
Hundreds of thousands of immigrants poured into the city to
meet work force demands.
extraordinary rate.

Chicago's population grew at an

In 1890, the population was slightly

over a million, and by 1900, it had reached nearly 1.7
million.

Growth continued to be extremely rapid, with the

.

population numbering over two million by 1910. 18
During the 1880s and 1890s the trend was focused more
toward meeting the physical school plant needs.

However, in
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CHART 7

BACKGROUND OP THE NAMES OP CBI~

PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN EXISTENCE IN 1889 9

Background

Schoola

Military

122£s,

Foreign-Born

Andersen, Brenan, Columbus, Healy, Roffman, Humboldt, Kosciusko, Marquette,
Montefiore, Sheridan

Law Related

Arnold, Doualas, Harrison, Bendricb, Eing, Lincoln, McAlister, Manierre,
Montefiore, Motley, Ogden, Rogera, §C!PP2R Skinner, Talcott, Washburn, Webster,
Wicker, Boyne

Political

Arnold, Brenan, Brown, Calhoun, Cooper, !22I!, Douglas, Franklin, Garfield,
Grant, Hancock, Harrison, Healy, Hendricks, Hoffman, Jefferson, Keith, Kinzie,
Lincoln, Manierre, Oakley, 2a!lm, Polk, Ra,mond, Sheridan, Skinner, Washburn,
Washington, Webster, Boyne

Donor

Burr, Carpenter, 122a, Foater, Holden, Jones, Mosley, Newberg, Pickard

Board Member

Brenan, Clarke, J2s!ll, Foster, Ba-n, Humboldt, Jones, Keith, King, Mosley,
l!fewben;:r, Ward, Wicker

Businessman

Azmour, Clarke, Cooper, J2s!ll, Hancock, Harrison, Hayes, Holden, Jones, Keith,
Kinzie, Mosley, NevbefrY, Ra,mond, Sheldon, Sheridan, Wash, Ward, Washington

Financial

French, Brown, Calhoun, Hancock, Roffman, Holden, Keith, Kinzie, Sc;U0019n,
Talcott

Street

Armour, Cal~t, Central Park, Cottage GrCIVtl, Crawford, Garfield, Hoffman,
Huron, ltlnaie, LaSalle, Maple-«!, Pearson St., Nevben;:r. Oak St., Oakley, Polk,
Throop, Vedder, Walsh

Garfield, Grant, Harrison, Headley, Jefferson, Kinzie, Koskiusko, Lincoln,
Logan, Marquette, Polk, Von Humboldt, Ward, Washington, Hoyne

North Diviaion, South Division, Weat Division, Brighton, Lawndale, Maplewood,
Von Humboldt, Wicker Park
National

Andersen, Collabus, Emerson, Franklin, Garfield, Grant, Hancock, Hendricks,
Irving, Jefferson, LaSalle, Llncoln, Longfellow, Polk, Washington

Railroad

Armour, Cooper, Bayes, Skinner

Author

Andersen, Calhoun, Emerson, Headley, Humboldt, Irving, Jefferson, Landland,
Longfellow, Manierre, Washburn

Medical

Brainard, Carpenter

Religious

Carpenter. Headley, Marquette, Scammon

Mayor

Harrison, Ogg!Q

President

Garfield, Grant, Jefferson, Lincoln, Polk, Washington
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the 1890s there was the revival of an old idea that existed
in the early history of the country when the school house
was the center of social meetings:

that is to say, there

was a great concern for a sense of community. 20

Some

additional territorial annexations occurred in the following
order:

The Gano Village in the Calumet District South

Englewood; Washington Heights; and West Roseland. 21
Unfortunately, they were also at the center of a financial
crisis.

According to board president, Louis Nettlehorst, in

1890 the financial resources of the Chicago Public Schools
had been exhausted.

The management of the funds had been

excellent, but conditions over which the board had no
control were such that a financial crisis was unavoidable. 22
As mentioned earlier, the annexation of 1889 had already
brought to the city a vast territory, divided into forty-one
school districts.

The financial situation became so ~cute

that the appropriations were inadequate for the annexed
schools.

As a result, it became necessary to use part of

the funds raised by taxation for the schools within the old
city limits to continue the schools in the annexed portion
up to the end of the 1889 school year.
Later, during the 1890s, business conditions were at a
low, causing social and economic unrest.

There were

observable difficulties in the administration of the
educational system of the Chicago Public Schools.

The board

of education was criticized so much so that a commission
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known as the Educational Commission was appointed by mayor
carter H. Harrison II to investigate the boards
administrative difficulties and make recommendations
relative to the schools.

Dr. William Rainey Harper,

president of the University of Chicago, and a member of the
board of education was appointed chairman of the commission.
Other members included Charles Alling, Rudolph Brand,
Charles R. Corwith, George Duddleston, Louis

o. Kohtz,

Charles A. Mair, Simon J. McPherson, Bernard F. Rogers,
Joseph Stolz, Charles M. Walker and George F. James
(secretary).

One of the problems examined was naming the

schools, which will be discussed later.
Chart 8 shows that between 1890 and 1893, there seemed
to be some allegiance given to local personalities,
especially board of education members, and other significant
individuals and landmarks.

The twenty-eight schools that

were named during this three year period reflected the
thrust toward "a sense of community."

Under ordinary

circumstances and conditions, this number would have
supplied the demand for needed school buildings.

However,

with enormous population increases, schools were still
needed.

The situation became so crucial that there was

another reorganization of the business department of the
board.

The supervision of purchasing school sites was

assigned as one of the duties of ~he buildings and grounds
committee, even though the actual purchase of the school
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sites continued to remain under the control of the city
council. 23
CHARTS
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS NAMES BETWEEN 1890 AND 189324
NAME OF SCHOOL

1. M. Jean de la Fayette (French)
2. Charles Hammond

3. Martin Ryerson
4. Dummy Junction
5. Auburn Park
6. Ravenswood
7. Joshua Knickerbocker
8. Thomas Drummond
9. Alexander Graham
10. James Hedges
11. William Deal
12 Louis Nettlehorst
13. Lorenzo Brentano {German)

14. Joshua Kershaw
15. George Howland
16. William Goudy

17. James Blaine
18. Horace Mann
19. George Bancroft
20. John G. Whittier
21. George W. Curtis
22. Edward Everett
23. Samuel Champlain {French)
24. James N. Thorp
25. Seventy-Second Street and Ellis
26. Belle Plaine Avenue
27. Fifty-Fifth Street and Blanchard
28. Ellis Avenue

BACKGROUND

Pbilantbropic:/major general
Pbilantbropic/busin~man
Pbilantbropic/busin~man
Locality
Locality
Locality
Judge
Judge
Board member
Board president
Board member/lawyer
Board president
Board memberJ1awyer
Board member
Board superintendent
Lawyer
Teacbcr,'seoator
Educator
Author/see. of navy
Author/poet

Mayor of Chicago
Minister/pres. of Harvard

Explorer
Supt. Chicago Steel
Street
Street
Street
Street

Source: Robert Kelley, •Analysis of Nomenclature of the Chicago Public Schools" (Chicago: Chicago Board
of Education, June 1988): 7-46.

During this same year the membership of the board was
increased from fifteen to twenty-one.

The reason for this

enlargement of the board was principally the increased work
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due to annexation and the population growth of. the city.
Board President Nettlehorst pointed out that members of the
different wards of the city came in asking for school •sites
and buildings, demanding them as the rights of their
particular wards.

It is believed that "leaders behind the

demands were not actuated by real interest in the school
system, but by a craving for notoriety. 1125
All and all, between 1890 and 1898, there were
numerous schools named.

The number of schools given names

can be summarized under the following broad categories of
Americans who are represented on Chart 9:

statesmen (8),

educators (14), United States President (l); authors (8);
Chicago Mayors (2); distinguished service (14); communities
(7); military related (8); judges (2); religious (2);
lawyers (2); streets (10); and patriots (10).

Chicago

Public Schools named for foreign-born personalities, were
categorized as follows:

science (2), literature (2),

education (4), patriots (8), and philanthropic (1).

Each of

the schools named for foreign-born personalities is shown on
Chart 10. 26
It is obvious that the committee on school buildings
and grounds expanded the original naming policy, by naming
schools for scientists, literary artists, communities,
judges, ministers, lawyers, streets, and military related.
However, there were also some attempts to maintain the old
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categories through such persons as educators, mayors,
distinguished service, patriots and philanthropists.
During the 1890s, there were approximately fifty-one
newly named schools.

The names of these buildings had

expanded beyond any possible policy or practice.

When the

Educational Commission submitted its report to the state
legislature in 1898, one of its key recommendations involved
the naming of Chicago Public Schools.

The report reiterated

the old policies' principles that schools should only be
named after distinguished persons.

It further stated that

no sound principle had been followed in the naming of school
buildings in Chicago, and that the list at that time was
decidedly incongruous.

While the committee also felt that

the names of men, distinguished in the history of the city
should be·thus honored, it was safer not to use names of
living residents. 27

The recommendations of the Educational

Commission were reinforcing what President Sullivan had
recommended earlier.

It was obvious that President

Sullivan's recommendation had its faults, however, it was a
step toward directing public attention to the need for an
update naming policy.
By 1904, the Chicago Board of Education had modified
the old policy for naming the public schools with the order
of preference being:

first, names of presidents of the

United States; second, names of Americans such as statesmen,
patriots, scientists, philanthropists, educators, authors,

CHART 9

CHART 10

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS NAMED FOR AMERICANS
BETWEEN 1890 ~ 1900

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS NAMED FOR FOREIGN-BORN
RESIDENTS BETWEEN 1890 AND 1900

=--------------------------------'""la-----------

NAME OF SCHOOL

BAClCGROUND

(Some backaround•
1. Parker
Educator
43.
2. Heda••
Educator
44.
3. Horace
Educator
45.
4. Everett
Educator
46.
47.
5. Nettlehorst Educator
6. Brentano
Educator
48.
7. Hovland
Educator
49.
Educator
8. lCerahav
50.
Educator
9. Burrouah
51.
10. Wentworth
Educator
52.
11. Carter
Educator
53.
12. Cameron
Educator
54.
Educator
13. Peabody
55.
14. Willard
56.
Educa5or
15. Marshall
D. s.
57.
16. Heda••
D. s. •
58.
17. Ryeraon
D. s. •
59.
18. Crera
D. s.
60.
19. Throp
D. s. •
61.
20. Suaier
D. s. •
62.
21. Beaubien
D. s.
63.
22. Naab
D. s.
64 .
23. Yate•
D. s. •
65.
24. Medill
D. s.
66 .
25. Nlxon
D. s. •
67 •
26. Smyth
D. s.
68.
27. Schley
Patriots
69.
28. Thomas
Patriots
70.
29. Mullica
Patrlota
71.
30. Bancroft
Patriots
72.
31. Beaublan
Patriots
73.
32. ChaH
74.
Patriot•
33. Fulton
Patriots
75.
34. Medill
Patriots
76.
35. Nash
Patriots
77.
36. Yates
Patriots
78.
37. Auburn Park Community
79.
38. West Pullman Community
80.
39. Avondale
Community
81.
40. Dunning
Coomunity
82.
41. Edge brook
Coomunity
83.
42. Edgewater
C011111unity
84.
85 .

•

•
•

•
•

•Distinguished

will overlap)
Dummy Junction
Greenwood
72nd , Ellia
Belle Plaine Ave.
55th Street
Ellis Avenue
Jeffrey Avenue
McAuley Avenue
Mavry Avenue
Nutt Avenue
Parkside
Oakley Avenue
Everett
Brentano
Suaier
Jackaon
Chase
Marshall
Yates
Bancroft
Whittier
Bryant
Bol-•
Lovell
Peabody
Tennyaon
Nlxon
Thoma•
Mulllaan
Bancroft
Beaubien
Fulton
Green
Sheridan
Burnside
lCnlckerbocker
Drwnmond
Everett
Burrough
Goudy
Brentano
Earle
Jackson

Service

Community
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Street
Statesman
Statesman
Statesman
Statesman
Statesman
Statesman
Stateaman
Author
Author
Author
Author
Author
Author
Author
Author
Mllltary
Military
Military
Hllltary
Hllltary
Hilltary
Military
Hllltary
Judge
Judge
Religious
Religious
Lawyer
Lawyer
Scientist
President

NAME OF SCHOOL

BACICGROUND

----- -----------1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

u.

14.

15.
16 .

17 •
18 .

Spry
LaFayette
Gladstone
Worthy
McCosh
Bismark
Horria
Pulaski
Schnelder
Jlrka
lt-naky
Cameron
McCoah
Goethe
Scott
lrlcaaon
Llnne
Van Vlluigen

Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Patriot
Educator
Educator
Educator
Educator
Literature
Literature
Science
Selene•
Phllanthroplc

NATIVE OF

--

-•eF

Enaland
France
Enaland
England
Scotland
Germany
England
Poland
Germany
Bohemia
Horavla
Canada
Scotland
Germany
Edenburgh
Sweden
Sweden
Netherlands

CX>

w
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and persons who rendered distinguished services to the City
of Chicago; and names of foreign personage such as science,
art, literature, education, patriotism, and philanthropic. 28
Judging from the first ten schools that were named after the
new naming policy was put into effect, however, the board
preferred the names of persons who had served Chicago, to
those who had been presidents of the

u. s.

The names given to the Chicago Public Schools between
1880 and 1910 were representative of the population of the
city at the respective time frame.

During the 1880s,

according to the census of Chicago, native-born Americans
led the way.

However, among the foreign-born residents, the

German population was at the top, followed by the Irish,
British Americans, English and Swedish Americans. 29
verifies this data.

Table 2

Meanwhile, out of approximately fifty-

seven Chicago Public Elementary Schools named during this
period, 63 percent were named for native Americans, and 37
percent were named for persons of foreign birth.

Of the

nine schools named for foreign-born persons, two were
German, two were Irish, two Swedish, one Italian, one
Canadian, and one English.

This was an example that

illustrates the degree to which the ethnic composition of
the city correspond to the naming practice of the same
period.
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summary
Prior to the late 1870s, the schools were named
predominately for living persons who were the "Makers and
Shakers" during that era.

After realizing the

undesirability of naming schools from the list of the
living, the policy shifted so that by 1889 (as shown on
Table 1), 75 percent of them were named for deceased
persons.
Generally speaking, naming the Chicago Public Schools
during this era reflected the rapidly growing population
dur~ng the period from 1880 to 1900.

The rainbow of names

conferred upon the public schools, spread across the
spectrum of naming possibilities.
The committee on school buildings and grounds remained
in charge of the process, but the task was not an easy one.
The growth in school building seemed to outgrow the
established naming categories, thus causing them to expand.
However, credit should be given to the committee for
continuing the informal practice of naming the new public
schools.
It was no wonder that the Chicago Mayor's newly
appointed educational commission, targeted the public school
naming policy as one of its concerns.

The commission

requested some coherence in the incongruent practice of
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naming school buildings.

Approximately five years after the

committee presented its recommendations to the state
legislature, the board of education implemented them.
During this period of time, the board of education
made a concentrated effort to provide needed public schools
in each of the three city divisions.

However, on occasions,

the board was confronted with hostility from some opposing
residents who were concerned about their properties
depreciating if schools were constructed nearby.

In spite

of it all, new school buildings were erected and named.

In

addition, an expanded naming policy was put into place that
was adhered to, in a broad sense, until the end of the
period.
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CHAPTER 4
NOMENCLATURE OF THE CHICAGO PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
FROM THE FINAL QUARTER OF THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY TO THE 1920s

National Trends
The period between 1880 and 1920 was a transitional
one for public high schools throughout the United States.
There were changes in the national pattern.of educating high
school students.

Many controversies surfaced as a result of

the differences in the philosophies of what these schools
should, or should not be.
of the debate.

The curriculum was at the center

The varied controversies ranged from issues

relating to college preparatory to those concerned with
manual, industrial, vocational, and commercial training.

on

one side of the argument were those who believed that
vocational training needed to be a part of the high school
curricula.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the argument

were those who did not want to have vocational subjects
included in their high school offerings.

With regard to

those who advocated manual training, the voice was not
united.

Some wanted special high schools devoted to manual

training, such as those established in Germany, and others
wanted manual training to be part of the existing high
school offerings.
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These disputes affected not only Chicago's high school
curricula, but also the choice of people used for school
names.

Before examining the naming developments, a brief

overview of the trends in high school curricula follows.
High School

curricula

Trends

During the 1890s, a number of "professional
committees" were established to study the high school
curriculum offerings and make recommendations for the
direction of American secondary education.

The Report of

the Committee of Ten was completed by the National Education
Association in 1892.

This committee recommended eight years

of elementary and four years of secondary schooling.

The

effect was to cast secondary education in _a mold designed
for the college-oriented student. 1
by Charles

w.

The committee was headed

Eliot, the president of Harvard University.

It was established in order to try and determine a set
standard of entrance requirements for those applying for
college.

Until this time, most colleges required applicants

to have completed a classical course of study at the
secondary level.

In general, the report argued that the

primary purpose of the secondary school was to prepare
students for life, rather than just for college.

At the

same time the study maintained that those individuals who
had successfully completed the high school curriculum should
be able to continue on to college without difficulty.

From
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a practical point of view, the Report of the Committee of
Ten had the effect of making higher education more
accessible to a larger number of students. 2
In 1895, the Committee on College Entrance
Requirements determined the number of required courses and
units acceptable for college entrance.

The Carnegie Unit,

following its endorsement by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, was used as a basic measure.

The

six years of secondary school later paved the way for the
development of the Junior High School. 3
Later, in 1917 the Smith-Hughes Act was enacted.

This

act provided annual appropriations for distribution to the
states for the promotion of vocational education in:
(1) agricultural education (2) trade, home economics, and
industrial education, and (3) training vocational teachers.
It placed upon the U.

s.

Office of Education definite

responsibility for studies, investigations, and reports
concerning commerce and commercial pursuits.

The Smith-

Hughes Act helped to pull together two decades of organized
efforts to promote vocational education through state and
federal support.

As a result of this act, manual training,

industrial education, and vocational studies gained places
alongside the values of a general, liberal education in high
school and college. 4
In 1918, the NEA established still another committee
to reexamine the scope and function of the high school known
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as the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education (CRSE).

After a three year investigation, the

CRSE advocated a comprehensive high school composed of three
tracks, the traditional college preparatory, or general
track, a business track, and the newer technical, or
industrial track.

In general, the report was seen as an

attempt to promote solidarity among the students whose
families came from all social classes and represented all
ethnic groups.
The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education issued a report called Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education.

This report pointed out that secondary

education should be determined by the needs of the society,
the character of the individuals to be educated, and the
knowledge·of educational theory and practice available.

The

report also set forth the following seven objectives of
education:

11

1. Health, 2. Command of fundamental processes,

3. Worthy home membership, 4. Vocation, 5. Citizenship, 6.
Worthy use of leisure, and 7. Character. 5
Each of the professional committees helped to set the
direction for public secondary education throughout the
United States.

Many of the innovations undertaken by

educational leader between 1880 and 1920 helped to lay the
foundation for the public school system.

Many

superintendents of the public schools were guiding forces
behind educational reform.

By the 1920s, however, high
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school curricular trends were in the direction of the CRSE.
Yet, the controversies over curriculum raged through the
first years of the twentieth century.

In the meantime the

debate blowed into Chicago, thereby affecting not only
curricular trends but also the high school naming policy.
superintendents' Views

on the High

Schools

During the final half of the nineteenth century, the
emergence of the Chicago public high schools was deeply
rooted in the philosophies and ideas of the public school
superintendents, board of education members, and other
supporters of their development.

The following three

superintendents of schools, Joseph L. Pickard (discussed
earlier), Duane Doty, and George Howland were promoters of a
college preparation program in high schools.

They wanted

the high school to provide a good classical education only.
None of the three was interested in mechanical or industrial
arts.

Superintendent Duane Doty (1880), in the Twenty-Sixth

Annual Report, pleaded to keep the existing high school
curriculum in tact.

He was dedicated to resisting attacks

on the high schools as seen in his statements that follow:
The pupils between fourteen and eighteen years of age
who are pursuing the more advanced studies are classed
in the department known as high school. This
department is an essential feature in any properly
organized system of schools, and is worth many times
its cost in the effect it has on the lower grades.
In the history of education we find the higher
institutions existing first and the system of lower
schools made possible by the influence of the higher.
Really, the university is the basis of our common
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school system, and without the higher, the lower
schools would amount to little. We should have a good
classical school here in which to prepare students for
the literary course of our best universities.
Ignorant men, and politicians in the American sense
are ever attacking high schools, and appealing to the
masses to cripple them, but the enlightened sentiment
of the community will no doubt sustain these schools,
and gradually, but surely, place them upon a better
footing. 6
Between the years 1880 and 1891, Superintendent George
Howland advocated the high ideals of Chicago Public High
Schools with even more vigor.

He viewed the high school as

the citizen's college and the crown of the public school
system. 7

Superintendent Howland was against the

implementation of home economics and industrial arts courses
into the high schools.

Instead, he promoted more courses in

higher English and science.

During his superintendence, the

three division high schools were erected.

Thus conditions

existed for a set of naming policy problem as_the high
schools began to expand throughout the city.
The Chicago Public High Schools Expand
During the early 1880s, the students outgrew the
single Central High School, because there was an increase in
the number of pupils who met the qualifications to enter
high school. 8

Thus, the North, South and West Division High

Schools were erected to meet needs of the student
population.

The name of each school was synonymous with its

locality in the city.

The pupils who had previously
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attended high school classes in various elementary schools
in different parts of the city, and Central High School were
transferred to the senior classes in their respective·
divisions.

The North Division High School was located on

the corner of Elm and North State Streets: The South
Division High School was located at Aberdeen Street on the
corner of Jackson Street: and West Division High School was
located on the southeast corner of Morgan and Monroe
Streets.

The one original "Central High School" situated on

Monroe Street remained, giving the city four public high
schools.'

Thus, in naming the three new high schools, a new

temporary measure of using city divisions as school names
was added to the naming practice.

During the same time

that high schools were increasing in Chicago, there was also
an increase in the conflicting views on what they should
teach.

The beginnings of attacks on the board for providing

so much classical education in the high schools surfaced.
Prominent industrialists of the time maintained that the
board was not preparing young men for industry by giving
them college preparatory courses type offered, and urged the
establishment of manual training.

They urged the

establishment of manual training schools instead.

Up to

this time, about all that was offered outside the three Rs
in the elementary schools was German, vocal music and
drawing.

The high school~ gave training in academic arts

and sciences, but no shop training.

In response to business
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demands, manual training was commenced in a mall way against
the recommendation of board President Howland.
had its opponents and its proponents.

This venture

However, the idea

grew and a manual training school was eventually organized
in 1886.
In a short time after the idea of manual training
surfaced, the desired $100,000 was pledged, and a committee
was appointed to prepare and report a plan for the
organization of the proposed school.

It was proposed that

the name of the school be Chicago Manual Training School and
that it be incorporated under the statutes of the State of
Illinois.

The purpose of the school would be the

instruction and practice in the use of tools.

Any other

necessary instruction in mathematics, drawing, and the
English branches of a high school course should also be
included.

The tool instruction contemplated would include

carpentry, wood-turning, pattern-making, iron chipping and
filing, forge-work, brazing and soldering, and the use of
machine-shop.

The intent was to divide the working hours of

the students, as nearly as possible, equally between manual
and mental exercises.

There were nine trustees named at a

meeting of the Chicago Commercial Club on 30 January 1883.
E.

w.

Blatchford (president); R. T. crane (vice-president);

Marshall Field (treasurer); William A. Fuller (secretary);
John Crerar, John
George Pullman.

w.

Doane, N. K. Fairbank, Edson Keith, and

It is fitting to note that the names of
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Crane, Crerar, Keith, and Pullman will eventually become
names of Chicago Public Schools. 10
The Chicago Manual Training School was organized in
1883 under the patronage of the Commercial Club of Chicago,
later known as the Chicago Association of Commerce, for the
purpose of developing manual training as an element of
common school education.

In 1885, the Chicago woman's Club

had made an earnest but unsuccessful effort to have manual
training introduced into the Chicago Public by the board.
However, it was in the following year that the course was
offered at the North Division High School by area
businessmen.

Also in the midst of the heated discussion on

high school course offerings, during the superintendence of
George Howland and Albert G. Lane (1889-1898), the Chicago
Board of Education inherited eight high schools and their
names.
Inherited High School Names
The board received through territorial annexation, its
greatest boost in high school buildings and school names:
Hyde Park High School; Englewood High School; Lake High
School; Lake View High School; South Chicago High School;
Jefferson High School; Oakland High School: and Calumet High
School. 11
Hyde Park School was named for the town of Hyde Park,
thereby following in the footstep of Hyde Park, New York
which was originally named after Hyde Park in London,

f
'
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England.

It was located at Fifty Seventh Street and Monroe

Avenue but later moved on 26 March 1894 to a new building at
Fifty Sixth Street and Kimbark Avenue.

Finally, in

September 1912 Hyde Park School moved to its present site,
6220 stony Island Avenue.
for its community.

Englewood High School was named

Until 1867, the town was known as

Junction Grove, then it was changed to Englewood.

Englewood

was the name of an English forest in which early English
outlaws lived before the days of Robin Hood.
located at 6220 South Stewart Avenue.

The school was

It is presently

situated at 6201 South Stewart Avenue. 12
Lake High School was named for the town of Lake, which
originally included Hyde Park and extended to the lake.
Later Hyde Park was separated and state Street became the
dividing line.
June 1915.

The name changed to Tilden High School in

Lake View

High was named for the town of Lake

View, which gained its name for its proximity to the lake.
It was located at 4015 North Ashland Avenue Street, and
remains there today.

south Chicago

High School was also

named for its community, and was located at Ninety Third and
Houston.

South Chicago High School was discontinued with

the opening of Bowen High on January 1910.

Jefferson High

School was named for the community, which had honored Thomas
Jefferson.

It later become Schurz High School in 1910.

Oakland High School's name originated through Charles
Cleaver.

In 1853, he built a house which was named Oakwood
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Hall in memory of his ancestral home in Scotland.

He

planted rows of trees (Oak, Elm, and Laurel) from which the
names of various streets, communities, and Oakland School
originated.
Calumet

High School took its name from the township

where it was located, which until 1867 was part of the
township of Hyde Park.

Calumet was the name of the river

that flowed into Lake Michigan with the Indian name meaning
"peace pipe."

Finally, Austin

High School was also given

the name of its community, which was named for Henry
•

Austin.

w.

He arrived in the Chicago area in 1860 and was

instrumental in purchasing some 280 acres of land that he
divided into blocks, streets and parks.

The area was named

Austinville and it was annexed to the City of Chicago in
1898. 13

Even though these schools were inherited through

territorial attachment, they did fit the informal practice
of naming schools for communities previously discussed.
The demand for manual training did not cease during
the last school year when inherited schools were in the
forefront.
focus.

Instead, by 1890, it had taken on a renewed

The venture of manual training proved so popular,

after it was initiated by area businessmen, that the board
of education took charge of it. 14

As a result of the board

taking charge, the English High and Manual Training School
was established.

The new school was named for its main

coursework offerings, which included English and manual
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training.

Even so, the businessmen continued their

philanthropic efforts in the schools.

Their commitment was

personal, because they were of the opinion that what they
put into the schools, was what they would get back in
return, "on the job."

This was the beginning of the

Progressive Era when industry was on the rise.

During 1891,

manual training was taught to eight grade boys at Tilden
School at the expense of Richard T. Crane.

Eight grade boys

from neighboring schools were also eligible to attend.
Another such center was established in 1893 at the Jones
school by the Chicago Herald.
The next two superintendents, Albert G. Lane and Edwin
G. Cooley, along with board President Daniel R. Cameron,
were supporters of commercial or technical education.

From

1891 to 1898, Superintendent Albert G. Lane stressed the
importance of courses offered in high school being of
practical value, and it was during his administration that
there were strong arguments in favor of establishing a
commercial high school.

The arguments were based upon the

need for more foreign commerce and the establishment of
foreign markets for American commodities.

It was to be a

reciprocal advantage to have commercial offerings in high
schools.

That is what the state did for the individual in

his education would be compensated for in what the
individual did for the state in its preservation. 15

The

Chicago Educational Commission, discussed earlier, was
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supportive of Mr. Lane's arguments about the need for a
commercial high school.

This matter was presented to the

state legislature in the form of a recommendation by the
commission and later implemented in the public high schools.
Medill and Marshall schools were named as elementary schools
that offered high school courses during Mr. Lane's term as
superintendent.
During the 1895 to 1896 school year, board President
Daniel R. Cameron (from 24 April 1895 to 1 July 1896) also
saw a demanding need for commercial high schools.

He

envisioned the high school as a public institution which was
like our national government, "for the people and by the
people."

It was also his belief that young men should be

prepared to manage their financial and commercial interests
which required:

an intimate knowledge of the history of

commerce and commercial institutions, commercial geography,
products, imports and exports, the theory and practice of
accounting, the study of commercial law in its various
ramifications, the international exchange of moneys, and
commercial correspondence.

President Cameron believed that

the United States should provide facilities for adequate
education along the mercantile lines at least in the narrow
sense of the term.

He was mainly concerned about future

competition in foreign markets, with such countries as
England, Germany, and France.

(The urgency of this matter
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proved successful when in the first commercial high schools
were erected in Chicago.) 16
Finally, between 1900 and 1909 Superintendent Edwin G.
Cooley strongly supported the development of technical
education, but not in a classical high school.

Throughout

his administration, the issues of vocational and industrial
training were in the forefront.

He was even sent to Germany

to preview vocational training.

When Superintendent Cooley

came to CHicago in 1900, he favored an extension of
vocational training in the Chicago Public Schools.

In his

annual report of 1901, he made a strong appeal to the board
of education for a new manual-training high school for the
west side of the city in order to take the West Division
High School out of the unsatisfactory rented quarters.

He

urged similar schools for the north and south divisions of
the city, and wanted some hand work in all of the general
high schools. 17
This extension of the special technical high school
ought not to prevent the introduction of elementary
work in manual training into every high school in the
city. Such work, confined to the first year, would
not provide unduly expensive and would in the end be
an actual economy. A three-year course in the manualtraining schools would then be sufficient. Moreover,
the plan contains elements of advantage to the pupil.
If a boy who enters high school full of the idea of a
manual-training program, and is permitted to try it
one year in the regular high school, he will be in
better position to make a final decision at the end of
the year. 18
Cooley had even been sent to Germany to observe
vocational training.

When Superintendent Cooley returned,
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this is when he suggested that a dual system of schooling be
implemented in Chicago, wherein technical and classical
education would be separated.

In spite of the obstacles he

met, the superintendent continued to push for separate
technical education. 19

Later, under the direction of

Superintendent Edwin Cooley, the board approved the special
manual training high school.

However, by the second decade

of the twentieth century, the comprehensive high school with
college preparatory, commercial and manual arts was
replacing the special manual training high school.
Nevertheless, the result of Superintendent Cooley's hard
work paid off in 1903 when a new manual-training school was
opened for west side students.
Thus, a new building for the English High and Manual
Training School was called the Richard T. Crane Manual
Training High School.

The name of this school was very

appropriate since Richard T. Crane had helped to initiate
the manual training program within the system.

It was

considered one of the most complete buildings of its kind,
because it was the first time that all manual training
programs were adequately funded and staffed.

For many

years, manual training programs had been taught in an old
factory building on Jefferson Street which was inadequate to
accommodate the students who wished this sort of
instruction.

Thus, there became a demand for a school of

this type to be built in each section of the city. 20
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Richard T. Crane, for whom the manual training school
was named, arrived in Chicago in 1855 when he joined his
uncle in the R. T. crane Brass and Bell Foundry Company.

A

further advance was made when they built an iron foundry, a
pipe mill, and even later the Crane Elevator Company--the
name that brought the cranes even more prominence.
personal creed read:

His

"I am resolved to conduct my business

in the strictest honesty and fairness: to avoid all
deception and tricke1-y: to deal fairly with both customers
and competitors: to be liberal and just towards employees;
and to put my whole mind upon the business. 1121

Since

Richard T. Crane was philanthropic, his name fit the
-

original policy for naming Chicago Public Schools under
category three.

He was living when the name was given,

which is another characteristic familiar to the original
policy.
Regarding the manual training program, board President
Clayton Mark (1902 to 1903) in the 30 June 1904 Annual
Report commended the school system on a policy that
endeavored making the work of the schools more practical
value to the children of Chicago.

He also expressed his

approval of the proposition to put a two-year course of
study in manual training and household arts inn all of the
high schools. 22
Also by 1903, the following Chicago public high
schools were in existence:

Marshall, Waller, McKinley, and
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Hoyne.

John Marshall High School was named in honor of John

s. Secretary of the State (1800-01), and
Chief Justice of the u. s. Supreme Court (1801-35). His

Marshall who was u.

fundamental principles for constitutional interpretation
were established by his decisions in the following cases:
Marbury v. Madison; Mcculloch v. Maryland; Darmouth v.
Woodward; Cohen v. Virginia: and Gibbons v. Ogden. 23

Eight

classrooms in Marshall were set apart for a high school 13
February 1895.

The school building was located at 3250 West

Adams.
Joseph Medill High school was named for Joseph Medill
(Chicago mayor and close friend of president Abraham
Lincoln).

The high school department was established in

Medill School 13 February 1895.

Medill helped to relieve

crowding at the West Division High School.

Robert A. Waller

High School was given the name Robert A. Waller (a Chicago
civic leader).
1901.
School.

It was located at Armitage and Orchard in

The Waller School later became the Lincoln Park High
William McKinley High School was named for William

McKinley (President of the United States).

The McKinley

School was formerly West Division High School, located at
2040 West Adams.

The old building was sold to the

university of Illinois.

Thomas Hoyne Manual Training High

School was named in honor of Thomas Hoyne (teacher, attorney
and U.S. Marshal).

This school opened as an elementary
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school and reopened as a manual training high school.

Hoyne

School later became Lane Technical High School.
These were some of the first Chicago Public High
Schools that had been named by the committee on school
buildings and grounds for individuals.

Each also adhered to

the original policy for naming the public schools of
Chicago. 24
An Expanded Naming Practice Activated

An expanded school naming practice to include the new

high schools was established in 1898 and put into effect in
1904.

The categories of names involved the following

specifications, in order of preference:

names of presidents

of the U.S.A.; names of Americans such as statesmen,
patriots, scientists, philanthropists, educators, authors,
and persons who rendered distinguished services to the City
of Chicago; and names of foreign-born personage known for
their contributions in science, art, iiterature, education,
patriotism, and philanthropic deeds. 25
The following schools were erected as Chicago Public
High Schools between 1900 and 1910: 26
Year

School

1901

Robert Waller

Jobn Marshall
Robert Crane

1902

1903

Wendell Phillips
Edwin Cooley
Elihu Washburn

1904
1908
190')

David Farragut
James Bowen
Carl Schurz

1910
1910
1910

Status

Age

Birtb Place

1850-1899

1755-1835
1832-1912
1811-1884

1857-1923
1816-1887
1801-1870
1822-1881
1829-1906

• Deceased
Kentucky
Deceased
Vll'ginia
living
New Jersey
Deceased
M~usetts
living
Deceased
Deceased
Deceased
Deceased

Iowa
Maine
Tennessee
New York
Germany
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Of th~ nine schools listed, 78 percent of the persons
for whom the schools were named were deceased.

The

committee was continuing to adhere to the recommendation
made by board President Sullivan earlier that no schools be
named for living persons.

Of the six schools named, after

the most recent naming practice was put into effect in 1904,
100 percent of them did fit the practice:

Phillips

(humanitarian, educator, orator and abolitionist); Cooley
(board superintendent); Washburn (U.S. Congressman and
Secretary of the State); Farragut (Civil War navalcommander); Bowen (Commissioner of World Exposition); and
Schurz (German-American Soldier, orator and politician).
Even though each of the six newly named schools did
fit the newly established naming policy, it did not happen
without some friction.

Problems were experienced in naming

the only school in the group whose honoree was of foreignbirth, Carl Schurz.

As mentioned earlier, Carl Schurz High

School was formerly Jefferson High School.

According to the

Irving Park Historical Society, by the turn of the century,
the population of Jefferson Township, which had been annexed
to Chicago in 1889, had increased enormously.

Many of the

newcomers to the area desired to send their children to
secondary schools.

Jefferson High remained the only such

school in the township, and further increases in the
enrollment made the Mayfair site too small to handle the
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newest influx.

A new structure was planned in 1907, to be

built upon another street.

The noted architect Dwight D.

Perkins was commissioned to design the new school, which was
to far exceed the site of its Mayfair predecessor.

In 1909

this new building was completed. 27
There was a great debate among various factions over
the new structure.

The name chosen by local bureaucrats was

meant to honor earl Schurz, the German-born friend of
Abraham Lincoln, who was also known as a great orator,
journalist, ambassador and

u.

s. Senator.

some members of

the community felt that the name of Jefferson should have·
been retained, arguing that the school would still continue
-

to serve the needs of students within the old township
boundaries.

The society pointed out that there was still

another faction of local residents who argued to have the
school named in honor of John Gray.

After all, the school

had been built upon the remains of his farm, in the
community known as Grayland.

They felt that it would be an

honorable tribute to recognize Gray's dedication to
educational achievement.

In the end, however, the original

politicians won their case, and the new high school was
named in honor of earl Schurz. 28

Each of the schools listed

did follow the newly established procedure for naming
schools, but not necessarily in the order of preference
outlined in the policy.
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Between 1911 and 1920, approximately twelve additional
high schools were erected.

These included:

William Rainey

Harper; Morgan Park; DeWitt Cregier; Gage Park; Kelvin Park;
Murray Tuley; Charles Prosser; Robert E. Lindbloom; Rezin
Orr; Kenwood; Carter Harrison; and Nicholas Senn. 29
Harper High School was named in memory of the late
William Rainey Harper who was described by Perry Duis as a
distinguished biblical scholar at Yale, and the first
president of the University of Chicago who wanted to make
his university truly a meaningful part of the community. 30
He was described by others as an American educator,
initiator, Chicago Board of Education member, and chairman
of the Chicago Educational Commission. 31

The original

Harper High School was constructed during 1910 in the West
Englewood·community.

It was later designated as Harper

career Development High School. 32
Morgan Park High School was named for the Morgan Park
community that was purchased by Thomas Morgan in 1844.
Among the first settlers in this neighborhood were the
Morgans.

The area was formerly known as Horse Thief Hollow.

It was not called Morgan Park until 1869, at which time
streets and roads were laid out by the Blue Island Land and
Building Company.

Before 1869, Morgan Park was considered

part of Blue Island. 33
cregier Vocational High School got its name from
DeWitt Cregier, who was Public Works Commissioner and
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fortieth mayor of Chicago.

Cregier was prominent in

municipal affairs, and for many years was superintendent of
the waterworks of the city.

He was connected with the

Public Works for thirty years, during which time he was city
engineer, commissioner and president of the Society of
Western Engineers. 34

Cregier High School was located at

1820 Yeaton Street.
Gage

Park High School takes its name from Gage Park, a

tract of twenty acres at the intersection of Western and
Garfield.

The park was named in 1874 in memory of George

w.

Gage, one of the original members of the South Park
Commission.

He came to Chicago in 1853 and took over

Tremont House and then Sherman House.

Keyin Park High School was named for the community of
Kelvin Park.

Laughlin Falconer came from Scotland in 1844

and settled in Jefferson in 1848 where a settlement of
Scotch developed.

The community residents called the

neighboring area Kelvin Grove in memory of the Kelvin Grove
of Glasgow, through which flows the small Kelvin river.
Whens. s. Hayes subdivided the land in 1873, he called his
subdivision "Kelvin."
Tuley High School was named for Murray.F. Tuley, a
Chicago judge and alderman.

He became a corporation counsel

member in 1869 when he began organizing the law firm of
Tuley, Stiles and Lewis.
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Prosser Vocational High School got its name from
Charles Prosser who was an exponent of vocational education.
He suggested that high school students should receive lifeadjustment training (diversified instruction).
Lindbloom High School was named in honor of Robert
Lindbloom who came to Chicago in 1877 and was a successful
operator on the Board of Trade.

He became chairman of the

finance committee of the Chicago board of education.

He was

one of the original promoters of the world's Columbian
Exposition, was decorated by King Oscar for helping Sweden
with its exhibit at the World's Fair, was a member of the
civil service commission, and wrote the novel Unrest.

Orr

High School was named for Rezin Orr who was a

union organizer, and transit worker.

Rezin Orr High School

was the first Chicago public school to be dedicated to the
memory of a man representing the working class.

It later

became Rezin Orr Community Academy.
Kenwood High School was named for the community of
Kenwood which took its name from the home of its first
settler, or. John A. Kennicot.

He built a house south of

Forty Third Street close to the Illinois Central tracks in
1856.

In 1859, when a station of the Illinois Central was

opened at Forty Seventh Street, it was given the name
Kenwood which was gradually applied to the whole district.
In 1889, when the village of Hyde Park was annexed to
Chicago, the community of Kenwood came within the city's
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boundaries.

Even though the building of large single-family

homes slowed down after the turn of the century, Kenwood
continued to be a preferred residential section of the
city. 35

The name of the school eventually became Kenwood

Career Academy.
Harrison High School was named in honor of carter
Henry Harrison, who came to Chicago in 1855 and invested in
real estate.

He was county commissioner, elected to

Congress, elected mayor of Chicago five times, wrote two
books of travel, acquired control of Chicago Times, and was
assassinated at the close•of the World's Columbian
Exposition in 1893.
Senn High School was named for Nicholas Senn who was
author, benefactor, patriot, scientist, soldier, surgeon,
teacher and traveler.

He was a noted military surgeon in

Milwaukee and Chicago, and chief surgeon in the Sixth army
corps in CUba.

As an author, he wrote Experimental Surgery.

and Medico-surgical Aspects of the Spanish-American war.

It

should be noted that of the eight schools not inherited and
named for individuals, 100 percent of them were locally
significant, three of them were mayors, two were educators
and three were the following:

union leader, vocational

education advocate, and judge.
The following schools were constructed between 1922
and 1929, and they continued to adhere to the 1904 policy.
Even though the high schools continued to experience
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problems relative to the curriculum, a positive step had
been made regarding naming the schools.

With this last

group finally came the first one to be named for a woman.
This was the Lucy Flower Vocational High School.
Westinghouse vocational

High School was named in honor

of an American inventor and manufacturer, George
Westinghouse who contributed to more than fifty years of
industrial progress in this country.

Two of his inventions

were an air brake used on passenger trains in 1868, and
automatic railroad signal devices.

He also organized the

Westinghouse Electric Company for manufacturing and
marketing purposes.

The school was located on the west side

of Chicago in the West Garfield Community. 36
Tilden Technical
School.

High school was originally Lake High

It was named for Edward Tilden, a former president

of the Chicago board of education.

Earlier in life, Tilden

worked as a bookkeeper in a Chicago hardware store, was
assistant cashier at Drovers' National Bank, treasurer of
Libby, McNeal and Libby, vice president and then director of
Drovers' National Bank, and a member of the board of
education three times.
Fenger High School was named in honor of Christian
Fenger, who came to America in 1877 and settled in Chicago.
During the last twenty-five years of his life, Dr. Fenger
served as professor of surgery at the Chicago Medical
College and Rush Medical College, surgeon-in-chief at Cook
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County, Passavant, and Mercy Hospitals, and as president of
the Chicago Medical Society.

Two of his students were Dr.

Billings, for whom the University of Chicago's Billings
Hospital was named, and Dr. Mayo, founder of the Mayo
Clinic.
Hirsch High School was named for Emil Gustav Hirsch
who came to Chicago in 1880 as a Rabbi at the Sinai
Congregation.

He was one of the organizers of Associated

Jewish Charities of Chicago.

He also established a Jewish

Training School, was a member of the board of the chicago
Public Library and State Board of Charities, was professor
of rabbinic literature and philosophy at the University of
Chicago, and championed many worthy causes. 37

Flower vocational High School

was named for Lucy

Flower, who came to Chicago in 1873 and took interest in
social service.

She was the author of the Juvenile court

plan, a member of the board of education, and trustee of the
University of Illinois.

She also helped secure adoption of

kindergartens in public schools.

The Lucy Flower Technical

High School for girls was designed with special emphasis on
vocations. 38
Foreman High School got its name from Edwin G. Foreman
who became manager of Foreman Brothers• Bank at the age of
twenty-three.

He was president of Associated Jewish

Charities, the first president of Michael Reese Hospital,
and one of the organizers and treasurer of state Fawners'
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Society.

Manley High School was named in memory of Hugh

Manley, an engineer-custodian at the Moos Elementary School
in Chicago.

He sacrificed his life in the performance of

his duty on 7 March 1923, by preventing a boiler explosion
and thereby receiving injuries which ultimately resulted in
his death. 39
Spalding High school for the Physically Handicapped
was named for Jesse Spalding who was a member of the Chicago
City Council, and was supportive of the physically disabled.
He opened a lumber district at Twenty Second Street where he
furnished lumber for Camp Douglas.

Spalding served three

years as finance chairman of the council, collector of the
port under President Arthur, and commissioner for Union
Pacific Railroad under President Harrison.
Kelly High School was named for Thomas J. Kelly who
was a community business leader and land developer.

He also

served on the Sanitary District Board as a contractor.
Kelly was instrumental in securing the site for Kelly High
School, and he was responsible for many of the connecting
sewers of Chicago.
Simeon vocational High School got its name from Neal
F. Simeon, a Chicago Public School vocational education
specialist and administrator.

The school was originally

established as Westcott Vocational High School.

Hubbard

High School was named in honor of Gurdon Saltonstall Hubbard
one of the founding fathers of the City of Chicago.

He
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moved to Chicago in 1834 and he later became canal
commissioner who bought real estate, built a packing house,
and collaborately owned a line of lake steamboats.
The list of schools named during the 1920s reflected
the vast number of changes that took place both nationally
and locally.

Manual training continued to be affected by

the economic, social and cultural, and educational
conditions.

Profiling summary
Each phase of the development of the Chicago Public
High Schools has a revealing history of its own.

This

history may be observed through representative high school
accommodations.

Several public schools in Chicago along

with their names and their style of architecture, were
reflective of the high schools that were erected during that
period of time.

Four examples of such high schools were

Lane, Waller, Senn, and Roosevelt High Schools.

Lane Technical High School
Grannis Lane.

was named for Albert

He was so honored because of his strong

belief in educating the hands as well as the mind, and to
this end established as a priority the creation o~ a large
high school dedicated to manual training.

Lane Technical

High School was completed in 1908 and accommodated fifteen
hundred high school boys.

It was one of the largest high

schools in the United States in both physical size, and

•
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student enrollment.

Albert Lane was considered a pioneer in

advocating technical education.

Even though the school

building was large, it outgrew that building located ·at
Division and Sedgewick Streets, when it opened its doors.
The school enrollment burgeoned to seven thousand, requiring
the school to occupy sixty mobile units and five neighboring
elementary schools.

The present Lane Technical High School

was dedicated in 1934. 40
The Waller High school opened its doors in 1898.

It

was named for Robert A. Waller, a Chicago civic leader and
founder in 1880 of the Buena Park neighborhood on the north
side of the city.

He was also commissioner of the Lincoln

Park District in the Chicago area from 1892 to 1894.

Waller

High School in later years became Lincoln Park High School
(named for the community).

During the period of time

between 1894 and 1897, the topic of fireproofing schools was
in the forefront.

As an experiment Waller High School

located at 2007 orchard Avenue, was constructed with only
partial fireproofing, since it was so expensive at the time.
The construction of Waller included fireproof floors in the
corridors, with iron stairs leading to all exists.

Also,

the assembly hall was on the first floor, rather than the
third or fourth as it was in earlier public schools.
The Senn High School opened in 1912, and was named for
Nicholas Senn, a contributor to the early fame of Chicago
and an author, benefactor, patriot, scientist, soldier,
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surgeon, teacher and traveler.

This new building was

rectangular in shape and three stories high, with no inner
court or basement.

It had an auditorium, a comparatively

large cafeteria, a gymnasium with shower and locker rooms,
and several shops.

There was a large library on the second

floor, and adequate toilet facilities on all floors for both
boys and girls.

on the third floor was a very fine lecture

room suitable for dramatic arts classes.

A sort of

penthouse was located on the fourth floor to serve as a
choral room.

It had a commercial suite and household arts

suite that were the finest known for the period.
The Roosevelt

High School was opened in 1926, and

named for Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919), the twenty-sixth
president of the United States, who served from 1901 to
1909.

A Republican, he was born in New York City, became a

popular hero in the Spanish-American War, and was vice
president when William McKinley was assassinated in 1901. 41
Roosevelt High School was built like the u-shaped Calumet
and the Fenger High Schools.

The long axis ran east and

west, with wings projecting to the north from each end •
.
Jutting to the east from the extremity of the west wing was
a shop annex only one story in height.

All the rest of the

building was three stories high.
Prior to 1880, Central High School was reflective of
Chicago Public High Schools named for localities.

During

1883, English High and Manual Training was representative of
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the high schools that named their purpose and academic
offerings.

In 1888, Northwest Division High School was

reflective of the high schools named for city divisions.
During 1889, the new Hyde Park High School was
representative of inherited community name high schools due
to territorial annexations to the city.

In 1898, Waller

High School was reflective of one of the first Chicago Board
of Education erected high schools that was named in honor of
an individual.

During 1903, Crane Technical High School was

representative of a public high school named for both a
philanthropic figure and the school purpose.

Senn, and

Roosevelt High Schools were reflective of the numerous
general high schools constructed between 1900 and the 1920s.
The process by which the names of public high schools
in Chicago were selected between 1880 and 1920 appeared to
reflect (in the majority of cases) the philosophies of the
advocates for whom they were named.

In many cases it also

reflected the curriculum that was in place at that time.
The naming policy of the Chicago public schools continued to
maintain its effectiveness, because it continued to involve
the community in the process.

The "heartbeat" of the times

continued to dictate the momentum and direction that the
naming of the schools took.
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CHAPTER 5
POSTSCRIPT
The committee

on

School Buildings and Grounds Abolished

During the Depression Years, the committee on school
buildings and grounds (that had the responsibility of naming
schools) was eliminated, along with other standing
committees.

The board of education did a comprehensive

study of its organizational structure during the 1931 school
year.

As a result of the study, the board hired a team

associated with the Division of Field studies of the
Institute of Educational Research at Columbia University, to
complete a system-wide survey.

The team was headed by Dr.

George D. Strayer of Teachers College who conducted the
survey.

The Report of the Survey of Schools of Chicago,

Illinois, also referred to as the Strayer Report was
completed in June 1932.

The third recommendation in the

report, pointed out that the board of education should
operate as a whole, and thus eliminate the standing
committees, which included the committee on school buildings
and grounds.

Action was taken immediately by the board to

put this recommendation into effect, even though other parts
of the report had not been acted upon. 1
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The survey committee assumed that with the standing
committees abolished, the board would be able to devote its
time to legislative and judiciary activities.

Thus, ·it was

in a better position to establish policy and to hold the
executive officers accountable for its implementation. 2
The committee on school buildings and grounds was not
visibly missed until Dever School was named in 1935.

The

citizens school committee got involved in the heated
discussion of "Politics in the Leyden School." 3

It became

an issue when a new school building replaced the twentythree one-room wooden portables.

The community residents

wanted a voice in naming the new building Leyden School for
its community, but the board rejected their request.
Earlier, the local residents had prepared programs for a
ground breaking ceremony announcing the name of the new
school as "Leyden."

However, the board of education had

decreed that the new building would be named in honor of
Mayor William E. Dever.

According to Chicago's Schools

Representatives of the community, men and women have
pleaded with the mayor, with the board of education,
with the alderman who promised to fight with them and
did not.
Representatives of the community attended the meeting
of the board. There they were able to plead with
President James B. McCahey to allow their school to
continue to be the "Leyden School." Mr. McCahey said
in the manner of [an irate] feudal lord, "You never
had a school before, you had a collection of
portables. It never had a name. You should be
grateful and not be going around making trouble. Why
Mayor Kelly didn't even know there was such a
community until we took him and showed him how much
you needed a school • • • When this board of education
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builds a school we name it. We chose the name William
E. Dever for your school and that is the name. The
name "Dever" has been carved over the door, hasn't it?
Well, it stays there. No, nothing can be done about
it • • • The board is supreme.•
The board of education was again in charge of naming schools
when this friction occurred.
Notice of the loss of the committee on school
buildings and grounds also recurted when renewed building
construction resurfaced at the end of the 1936-37 school
year.

Financial assistance from the Public Works

Administration (PWA) of the government made this building
possible.

At this time, the construction of twenty-six new

school buildings and additions were recommended by the
superintendent of schools, approved by the Public Works
Administration and authorized by the school board.

Actually

under construction on 1 May 1937 were fifteen new schools
and additions. 5
However, during this same period of time, a new bureau
was in the forefront; it replaced the abolished committee on
school buildings and grounds, and was called the bureau of
research and building survey.

This bureau served the

superintendent of schools and the board of education in
respect to all recommendations for the construction of new
buildings and additions, the selection of sites, and
innumerable other tasks, including recommending school
names. 6
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Meanwhile, by the 1940-41 school year, still another
committee replaced the bureau of research and school survey,
called the bureau of textbooks and building survey.

It had

been recommended by the educational commission in 1924, but
had not materialized until this time.

The new bureau was

able to make long term plans in the selection of school
sites, and the preparation of construction programs that
matched the school to the educational needs of the child.
Even though the process of naming the schools was
slightly altered, the naming policy remained in place.

Future Implications
As pointed out by Karlen, "The activities of the
schools were interwoven with_ the general social and
political fabric of the community." 7

The names of all

Chicago Public Schools up to this time were affected by the
general climate of the era for which they were named.

The

same trend continued to exist after the Depression Years.
During the 1950s and the 1960s, there was an increase
in the minority population (especially blacks), and a
gradual decrease in the white population in the City of
Chicago.

In addition, there were some pressures during the

1960s to integrate the city dwellings and schools.

A

combination of these factors led to the inclusion of names
representing African Americans (see Chart 11).
fit the naming policy.

These, too,
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CHARTll
CHICAGO PUBUC SCHOOLS NAMED FOR AFRICAN-AMERICAN8
ABBOT, ROBERT S.
ALDRIDGE, IRA F.
ARMSTRONG, LOUIS
ATIUCKS, CRISPUS
BANNEKER, BENJAMIN
BEASLEY, EDWARD
BETIIUNE, MARY MCLEOD
BARNE'IT, IDA B. WELLS
BONTEMPS, ARNA
BOUSFIELD, MIDIAN 0.
BUNCHE, RALPH
CARVER, GEORGE WASIDNGTON
CLARK, MICHELE
CLEMENTE, ROBERTO
COCKREll, ONEIDA
COLE, NATHANIEL
COWNS, GEORGE W.
CUFFE, PAUL
CULLEN, COUN1EE
DAVIS, BENJAMIN 0., SR.

DePRIEST, OSCAR
DEIT, R. NATHANIEL
DOUGLAS, FREDERICK
DREW, CHARLES

ICING, MARTIN LUTHER JR.
LAWLESS, TIIEODORE K.
LAWRENCE, ROBERT JR.
METCALFE, RALPH

MILLER, DORIE
MOWSON, mVIN
MORGAN, GARRETT
OUVE, MILTON III
OVERTON,ANTHONY
OWENS, JESSE
POWELL, ADAM Cl.AYTON JR.
PRICE, FLORENCE B.
RANDOLPH, ASA PHILLIP
ROBESON, PAUL
ROBICHAUX, JOSEPH
ROBINSON, JACKIE R.
SIMEON, NEAL F.
SIMPSON,TIIEOLENE
SMITH, WENDELL
STURGIS, CECIL

DuBOIS, WILUAM E. B.
DUMAS,ALEXANDER
DUNBAR, PAUL LAWRENCE
DuSABLE, JEAN BAPTISTE POINT
DYEIT, WALTER
EWNGTON, EDWARD KENNEDY
EVERS, MEDGAR
FERGUSON,CATHERINE
FRAZIER, E. FRANKUN
GARVEY, MARCUS
GlllESPIE, FRANK
GREEN,WENDELL
HANSBERRY, LORRAINE
HENSON, MATilIEW
HINTON, WILUAM A
HOPE,JOHN
HUGHES, LANGSTON
JACKSON, MAHAUA
JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON
JOPLIN, SCOTT
JULIAN, PERCY L

TANNER, HENRY 0.
TERREU., MARY CHURCH
TRU'IH, SOJOURNER
TUBMAN,HARRIET
TURNER, LORENZO D.
WARD, LAURA
WASIDNGTON, BOOKER T.
WHEATI.EY, PHILLIS
WILUAMS, DANIEL HALE
WOODSON, CARTER G.
WRIGHT, RICHARD
YOUNG, WHITNEY JR.

Source: Acordia B. Miller, Chicago Public

Schools Named in Honor of Afro-Americans
(Chicago: 1983).
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The Redmond Plan

for

Naming Schools

Superintendent James Redmond (1967-75) and his staff
initiated a resource document to help expedite naming
schools.

The resources was published in the form of a

booklet called suggested Names

School and community

use.

for Schools;

Handbook for

Superintendent Redmond had

prepared the booklet because it was his philosophy that
community participation was an important element in the
structure of the school system.

The board of education

encouraged local school councils to recommend names for new
•

schools to be included in the booklet.

There was a join

effort between the staff and school council officers in the
final draft of the document.

The superintendent felt that

although the school communities were not limited in their
choice to the names in the handbook, they were encouraged to
consider the listings because the names included,
represented outstanding people from various walks of life. 9
The handbook was used predominantly by field staff who
assisted school community groups in selecting names for new
school buildings.
new schools.
'

A procedure was established for naming

The principal of the newly erected school

would meet with the local school council to determine three
deceased persons for whom the school might be named.

The

nam~s were ranked in order of preference by the council and
submitted to the principal, the district superintendent, and
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the associate superintendent for approval.

They sent with a

letter from the president of the local council, confirming
the selections to the assistant superintendent.

The names

were presented to the Naming of New School Buildings
Committee for consideration.

The committee had the option

of selecting any one of the three names, rejecting all names
with the recommendation that other names be made available,
or deciding on a name other than the one entered by the
local school council.

In most cases, the committee selected

one of the names recommended by the council and asked to
meet with three designates from the council if their first
selection could not be honored.

After the committee made

its selection, the recommendation was brought to the full
board for action, and the schools were notified. 10

The list

was also used by other superintendents.
The 147 personalities that were recommended as
possible school names did fit the school naming policy.

The

list of names included individuals of a variety of ethnic
backgrounds, and careers both local and national, with the
greater number being of local descent.

It spanned from

Archimedes 212 B.C., to Duke Ellington 1974.
Finally, as recent as 1988, another document, Analysis
of Nomenclature of the Chicago Public Schools, was prepared
by the board of education.

Of the 543 schools surveyed, the

following analysis was completed:
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SUMMARY11

White Male

371

White Female

45

Black Male

55

Black Female

14

Hispanic Male

10

Hispanic Female

1

Asian Female

1

American Indian Male

1

Racial/Ethnic Group

1

Community

26

Location

14

curriculum/Program

4

TOTAL

543

Chicago Residents

256

Categories under the naming policy expanded
continuously throughout the years, catering more to local
residents.

The dominant sub-categories appeared to be

Chicago mayors, school superintendents, and board members.
During the earlier years, street names were also prevalent.
The po~icy remained so flexible that it could be put into
any time frame, or any community and it would still fit.
Throughout time, the following consistencies existed
with the school naming policy, as shown on the summary list:
The majority of the schools were named for white males who
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were Chicago residents.

White females outnumbered black

females, and community names were in the forefront.
Analyzing public education through the names of· the
schools started with a need for a naming policy to be put
into place.

The original policy that was put into place

withstood the test of time, and it continues to exist in
some form during the present 1980s.

According to archival

reports in the board of education library, the following
classification of public school names has existed across
time in Chicago:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

President of the United States
Chief Justices of the United States Supreme
Court
Governors of Illinois
Mayors of Chicago
Chicago Public School Administrative Personnel
a. Superintendents of Schools
b. Presidents of the Board of Education and
Members
c. School Engineers and Business Personnel
Industrialist Leaders, Merchants, Financiers and
Philanthropists
Social Service
Authors, Novelists, Poets, Essayists
Editors, Publishers, Printers and Illustrators
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects
Musicians, Composers, and Conductors
Scientists, Inventors, and Engineers
Explorers, Adventurers
Military and Naval Leaders
Statesmen
Chicago Public Officials (Bankers, Real Estate
Agents, Businessmen)
Chicago Merchants
Prominent Early Chicagoans
Educators and Teachers (Local, state, National)
Medical Doctors and Dentists
Names Formerly Used for Schools
Streets Formerly Used for School Names
·communities in the City of Chicago Formerly Used
for School Names
Lawyers, Judges
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25.
26.
27.
28.

Ministers
Athletes
Politicians
Nature Objects (Trees, Lakes, Junctions) and
Localities (North, South, West) Formerly Used
for School Names 12

The fact that the policy allowed for twenty-eight subcategories that cut across race, gender and ethnicity made
it a viable and effective one.

When racial, gender and

ethnic pressures were brought to bare on the communities,
those names tended to be selected.

The policy has been a

barometer of some of the social, and political issues that
have occurred in Chicago.

It has shown that as the time

changed, the school names reflected the changes.

There were

no categories of school names called blacks, women, or
German, but yet, there are blacks, women and German included
in the naming process, which was part of the adaptability of
the policy.

Thus, the Chicago Public School naming policy

has been one yardstick, by which public education in the
city can be measured.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1
SCHOOLS BUILT BY THE CHICAGO BOARD OF EDUCATION
1880 TO 1899, BY DISTRICT

I. Schools Built before 1900
District 1 (Far Northwest)
None
District 2 (Far North)
Field, 1890 (L)
1850-1895
District 3 (Upper North)
McPherson, 1888 {D)
1828-1864
Maine, 1893 (D)
Greeley, 1893 (D)
1811-1872
Nettelborst, 1893 (D)
1851-1893
Ravenswood, 1893
Audubon, 1894
Burley, 1896
Morris, 1896 (D)
1734-1806
Lakeview High School, 1898
District 4 (Far Northwest)
Byford, 1891 (D)
1817-1890
Howe, 1896 {L)
1819-1910
Nash, 1896 (D)
1820-1892
District 5 (Middle Northwest)
Brentano, 1893 (D)
1813-1891
Avondale, 1895
Linne, 1895 (D)
1707-1778
Funston, 1896 (L)
1865-1917
Nixon; 1896 (L)
1832-1912
District 6 (Near Northwest)
Von Humboldt, 1885 (0)1769-1859
Prosser, Logan Branch, 1889
Mitchell, 1892 (D)
1832-1891
Anderson, 1893
Drummond, 1893 (D)
1809-1890
Lafayette, 1893 (D)
1757-1834
Chase, 1894 (D)
1808-1873
Motley, 1894 (D)
1814-1877
Goethe, 1895 (D)
1749-1832
Peabody, 1895 (D)
1804-1894
Talcott, 1895 (D)
1817-1878
Yates, 1896 (D)
1818-1873
Burr, 1897
Schley, 1899 (D)
1839-1899
District 7 (Middle North)
Sexton, 1883 (L)
1844-1899
Headley, Thomas Branch,
1890 (L)
1813-1897

Mulligan, 1890 (D)
1830-1864
Lincoln, 1894 (D) 1809-1865
Frantlin, 1896 (D)
1706-1790
Schneider, 1896 (L)
1823-1905
District 8 (Middle West)
Calboun South, 1881 (D) 1808-1859
Sumner, 1894 (D)
1811-1874
Marsball Upper Grade,
1895 (D)
1755-1835
District 9 (Near West)
Gladstone, 1884 (L)
1809-1898
Irving, 1884 (D)
1783-1859
Jefferson, 1884 (D)
1743-1826
McKinley, Emerson Branch,
1843-1901
1884 (L)
Brainard, 1885
McLaren, 1886 (L)
1836-1916
Jacbon, 1894 (D)
1767-1845
MediH Intermediate,
1895 (L)
1823-1899
Smyth, 1897 (L)
1843-1909
.Jirka, 1899 (D)
1858-1895
District 10 (Middle Far West)
1794-1878
Bryant, 1894 (D)
Farrague High School, 1894
District 11 (Near South)
Doolittle Intermediate and
Upper, 1881 (L) 1845-1889
Haven, 1885
Haines, 1886
Douglas, 1889 (D)
1813-1861
Abbott, 1890 (L)
1868-1940
District 12 (Near Southwest)
Longfellow, 1881 (L)
1807-1882
Everett, 1892 (D)
1894-1865
Burroughs, 1893
Greene, 1895 (D)
1742-1786
District 13 (Middle South)
Vmcennes Upper Grade,
1884 (D)
1668-1719
Farren, 1898 (D)
1833-1897
Willard, 1898 (D)
1839-1898
District 14 (Middle South Hyde Park)
Ray, 1894
1771-1832
Scott, 1896 (D)
1591-1670
Kaaninski, 1897 (D)
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District 15 (Far Southwest)
Fulton, 1895 (D)
1765-1815
F.arle, 1896 (D)
1845-1893
District 16 (Far South)
Westcott, 1880 (L)
1834-1927
Gresham, 1895 (D)
1832-1893
Burnside, 1898
District 17 (Far South Shore)
Sheridan, Phil, 1888 (D) 1831-1888
1822-1888
Thorp, 1893 (D)
1843-1905
Gallwel, 1898 (L)
District 18 (Far South)
Esmond, 1891
Van Vlmingcn, 1893 (D) 1824-1892
West Pullman, 1894 (L) 1831-1897
Sc:anian, 1897
District 19 (Middle West Southwest)
Harrison High School,
Froebel Branch, 1885
Cooper Primary and
Intermediate, 1885
1791-1883
Walsh, 1886 (D)
1811-1885
Komensky, 1891 (D)
1592-1670
Howland,"1893 (D)
1824-1892
Whittier, 1893 (D)
1807-1892
Lawson, 1896
Pickard, 1896 (L)
1824-1914

Spry Primary and
Intermediate, 1899 (0)1828-1891
District 20 (Middle Far South)
Wentworth, 1890 (D)
1824-1882
Kershaw, 1893
Bau, t895
Parker Elementary,
1899 (L)
1837-1902

District 21 (Middle South)
F.oglewood High School, 1887
Beale Upper Grade, 1892
Rais, 1894 (D)
1752-1836
McCosb Intermediate and
Upper, 1895 (D)
1811-1872
District 22 (South Shore)
Bradwell, 1895
District 23 (Near South)
Forrestville Upper Grade, 1892
Sbakespeare, 1893 (D)
1564-1616
District 24 (Far North)

None
Oiltrict 2S (West)
Beidler, 1881
R)'a'SOD, 1891 (D)
1816-1887
Lowell, 1894
Tennyson Upper Grade
1896 (D)
1809-1892
cameron, 1897 (L)
1836-1918
District 26 (Near Southwest)
Mc:Clcllan, 1881
Sheridan, Mark,
1881 (D)
1826-1877
Flower Vocational High School,
Richards Branch, 1885
Holden, 1893
1816
Seward, 1894 (D)
1801-1872
Hamline, 1898
District '1:1 (South)
Cornell, 1896

D = Deceased
L = Living
Source: Chicago Board of Education, Office of Operation Services. Schools built between 1880 and 1899,
other than mobile and portable units, that were in existence in 1968.

TABLE2
NATIVE AND FOREIGN-BORN CENSUS OF ClilCAGO
BETWEEN 1850 AND 1890

YEAR

1850

TOP FIVE
FOREIGN BORN

1860

12,693

15,682
#1 Ireland
#2 Germany
#3 England
#4 Scotland

NA'ITVB BORN TO '.AL
'29;31S

(6,()96)
(5,035)
(1,883)
( 610)

54,624

54,636

109,260

154,420

'298,977

'298;326

503,185

#1 Germany
22,230
#2 Ireland
19,889
#3 England
4;3S4
#4 Br. America 1,867
#S Scotland
1,641

1870

144,557
#1 Germany
S2;318
#2 Ireland
39,988
#3 England
10,027
#4 Br. America 9,648
#S Norway
6;374

1880

204,859
#1 Germany
1S,205
#2 Ireland
44,411
#3 Br. America 13,914
#4 England
13,045
#S Sweden
12,930
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1890

450,666
#1 Germany
Ireland
Sweden
England
Bohemia

#1.
#3
#4
#5

1900

#1 Germany
Ireland
Poland
Sweden
Bohemia

1910

#1 Germany
Austria

Russia
Poland
Ireland

1,111,463

1,698,575

1,401,855

2,185,283

170,738
73,912
59,713

48,836
36,362

783,428

#1.
#3
#4
#5

1,099,850

161,039
70,028
43,032
28,337
25,105

587,112

#1.
#3
#4
#5

649,184

182,289
132,063

121,786
125,604
65,965

Source: Lewis W. Hill, The People of Cbicagg (Chicago: Department of Development and Planning, 1976),
11-27.
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